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A Technological Revelafion: An Ideologkal Exomi~tion of the 
Technology of Cuntraception and Population Controi 

To many women the explosion of modem contraception has signified a increase in 
personal liberation and reproductive freedom. Therefore, it is a cornmon belief that the 
mass distribution of modem contraceptive devices would only serve to benefit the lives 
of women everywhere. It is for this reason that, amidst the purporteci crisis of a 
population explosion and the irnpending disaster, the global distribution of North 
American and European designed contraceptive technologies has been flourishing and is 
rarely subject to public scrutiny. Premised upon the idea that a global population crisis 
does not exid, it is the purpose of this paper to uncover the primary agenda of 
participants in the design and distribution of contraception, and more importantly, to 
discover what is the true nature or essence of contraceptive technologies. It is through an 
examination of the relationship between technology and ideology that the essence of 
technology will be revealed. Contemporary thinken such as Jacques Ellul, Herbert 
Marcuse and Martin Heidegger have fonned a foundatîonal philosophy cunceming the 
relationship between the technological artifact and ideology or the idea. A brief 
investigation into the ideological rwts from which the technology emerges will reveal the 
essence of contraception. Through a comparative analysis of westem thought and western 
technology consistent panerns will be exarnined, serving to uncover a reality of the 
current system of contraceptive development and distribution. By looking closely at the 
framework of ideav from which the technology was fostered, and how the idea co-exists 
with the technolugy, a clarity of purpose of the technological syaem king examined will 
come to light. An exploration of contraceptive technologies and the technological system 
of population control revealed the rnherently abusive characteristics of modem 
contraception, which eventually forces one to conclude that, by design, contraception and 
the rdea of what contraception should be is evolving into what has evidently become 
characteristically anti-hedth, anti-choice, and anti-wornan. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Modern perceptions of birth controf and reproductive rights have bem fomed 

largely as a result of highly publicized debates popdarked through global media 

technologies. Contemporary discussion has ofkn failed to consider the existence of birth 

control as a consistent historical phenornenon while historical evidence suggests that the 

desire to control birth has preceded the age of modem technology by thousands of years 

(Riddle, 1992). 

The 1st  century has lead to not only the politicization of contraception, but an 

explosion of contraceptive selection and design. Modem brth control has adopted a 

multitude of connotations: safer s e x d  expenence; expression of choice; expansion of 

Freedom; bastion of religious controveny. Birth control has acted as a caîalyst for 

western feminist politics and has become a modem symbol for women's empowerment. 

With the emergence of the United States as a major ecommic and military power 

after World War II and the concurrent population "explosion" of the southem continents, 

Arnerican leaders began to perceive the growing disparities between the South and the 

U.S. as a threat to national securiîy. For the Iast f3ty years contraception has been 

expressly connected to a population control rnovement that has quickly become a world- 



wide phenomenon accumulating well hm and powerful supporters who profess of a 

global crisis that arises fiom an overpopulated planet (Hartmann, 1995:93). It is not only 

the dominant world institutions and political bodies such as the U.S. govemment, World 

Bank, and United Nations who support a neo-rnaithusian renaissance. Major movements 

for social change such as the environmental movement (Paul Ehrlich) and the liberal 

feminist movement in the North (International Planned Parenthood Federaîion, IPPF) 

have increasingly accepted fertility control and population stabilization in the name of 

sustainable development and women's reproductive freedom. 

Historical names such as Margaret Sanger and Paul Ehrlich gave rnomenhim to 

the notion of high populations as a thnat to natural resowces and eventually to a way of 

life. The South and its 'rampant' fertility, and more specifically the unchecked fertility of 

women, have become the primary targets of the population control agenda. Each decade 

global population conferences have M e r  entrenched population control into the 

international development agenda. Today powemil penonalities such as Al Gore, 

Warren Buffet, Ted Turner and Bill Gates, with both their names and their financial 

contributions have created a virtually uncontested force that has popularized the idea of 

overpopulation as an intemational cnsis (Laing, 1997). 

As a result of this global and multi-billion dollar phenomenon, a cult of high-tech 

birth control has emerged In the name of saving the planet fiom an overpopulated 

dernise the population control establishment has amalgamated the goals of controlling 

population with issues of reproductive rights. the argument being the more expansive the 

selection of contraception provided for women, the greater the service to women's 

reproductive rights and &doms. Recenùy the United Nations Fund for Population 



Activity (UNFPA) stated dearly that the solution to the population crisis is to provide 

women with an arsenal of birth wntrol (Sadik1994). UNFPA publications during the 

1990's emphasize the central role of general education and general health Gare in the 

empowerment of women, objectives that were reinfarced in the International Conference 

on Population in Cairo. At the same time the UNFPA continues to increase the allotment 

of resources dedicaîed to the dispensing of high-tech contraceptives (Sadik, 1994; United 

Nations, 1994). Most irnportantly, evidmce suggests that these contraceptives are subject 

to very little public scnitiny and are king distributed to millions of women throughout 

the globe. These contraceptive technologies that have so rapidly emerged over the last 

thirty years will be the focus of this examination. 

This study is premised upon the notion that over population as a global crisis does 

not exist (Eberstaât, 1997; Laing, 1 997; Simon, 1990; Bahr, 1972). Aithough this argument 

is not an unfmiliar one, it has consistently k e n  overshadowed by more politicaily and 

financially powerfbl opponents. 

It is the goal of this thesis to discover and define how we, as a global culture, are 

going about the business of contraception, which includes an exploration into its 

development, distribution, instinitional policies and stated goals. The purpose of 

contraception, both real and abstract, fiom the perspective of an individual woman and 

her needs is not to be debated in this thesis; d e r ,  1 would anernpt to reveai what 

contraceptive technology is in essence and its relationship to the vey  hdarnental 

feminist issues of choice and ficedom. Through understanding the intrinsic quaiities of 

contraception as a modem technology, and the role it plays in the technological systems 



of its distribution and design - that being the population control establishment - 1 h o p  to 

uncover some assumptions made as to the very nature of modem high-tech contraception. 

There are two components of this argument, the first is to propose that there exists a 

fundamental relationship between technology and ideology and that that relationship is 

most often dialectical in nature. îhis is to say that there exists a direct and animated 

relationship between the idea and the constructed physical world in which we live. The 

second and central argument is that a truth conceming the construction and distribution of 

modem contraceptive technologies will be revealed as a result of a close examinafion of 

the dialecticai relations hi p between ideology and technology . nirough a comparative 

analysis of selected western thought and western technology, consistent pattern and 

continuities will be examined, ultimately serving to reveal a reality of the curent system 

of contraceptive development and distribution. By looking closely at the fnunework of 

idem from which the technology was fostered, and how the idea co-exists with the 

technology, a clarity of purpose of the technological system king examined will corne to 

light. 

The struaure of the argument consists of four major components. The fim is an 

examination of relevant literanire in order to reveal the most compelling arguments 

conceming the nature of the relationship between technology and values, followed by a 

review of literary critiques of new reproductive technologies. This section wiU conclude 

wiîh a de finition of technology , ideology and what relationship exists between the two. 

The second component will consist of a brief synopsis of four ideological rwts of 

modem western culture. These four western ideologies have been chosen for their 

relevance to the modem institution of population control and contraceptive technologies. 



These ideologies include paeiarchy, western science, the capitalist market economy, and 

the concept of raw since the enlightenment. 

The third component of this thesis will be a detailed examination of the contraceptive 

technologies thernselves. A closer inspection of how contraceptives are expected to 

successfully function as birth conirol in women's lives wiil demonstrate a pattern of 

phy sical design that will reveal how contraception has increasingly become deleterious to 

women's health and autonomy. The fourth cornponent will be an examination of 

population control, its evolution, and how it exists within the definitions of ideology and 

technology . 

The conclusion will consist of an examination and evaluation of the connection 

between contraceptive technologies and the ideological rom of the West. This will 

ultimately reveal an agenda that has successfûlly hidden a mth regarding the role of 

contraceptive technology in women's lives in both the North and the South. 



Intrinsic to the generally accepte- definition of technology is the question of 

technology as a value-free or value-laden phenornenon. This argument has held stprrrifsist 

within intellechial debate for miIlennia, and although the contea of this dialogue has 

changed in many fiindamental ways, the nature of the *argument has remained constant. 

Revolving around the need to understand the relationship between ourselva, as the 

engineen and benefacton of technology, and the technological artifacts themselves, the 

concept of 'value' has anchored the debate since ancient Greece. 

Aristotle ignited the dialogue by declaring that technology is extrinsic to the 

nature of hwnanity, and that the value or meaning of technology is amibuted to 'the 

ordenng toward something else' (Hood, 1972: 347). According to Aristotle, technology 

m u t  be equated solely with its use. does not have meaning in and of itself, and it is oniy 

through practical and theorerical knowledge that the ends of technology becorne justified 

(Hood, 1972). In accordance with this argument, Immanuel Mesthene clearly argues for 

what M q  Tiles ahd Hans Oberdiek entitled the "Optimists" argument (Tiles and 

Oberdiek, 1995). The Optirnists' side of the debate argues that technology is a produa of 

rationally acquired universal knowledge baKd upon the laws of nature. The most recent 

historically relevant circumstance used in support of this argument is the Cold War, 

whereby it is demonstrateci that capitaîism and totalitarianisrn (or state capitalism) use& 

proâuced, and desired the same technologies, thereby proving that the technologies are in 



fact value neutral. Failures in the transfer of technology are explained by Mesthene using 

the hdamentals of this argument The failure in the transfer of the technology is not 

inherent in the mechanisrn itself, but rather, as defined by Mesthene, lies in the fdures of 

human morality. Therefore, this cm be more clearly defined as irresponsible use of 

techrology . 

In accordance with the previous value-neutral proponents, Jurgen Habermas 

approaches the issue fiom a number of directions. Konnman explains that Habermas 

constnies present day technology as entangled in the dynamics of capital accumulation 

and should therefore be considered value neutral (Komeman, 1990). In accordance with 

this argument, Habermas concludes that the development of sciences results in the 

production of tme knowledge, and therefore can only result in politically neutral 

applications to solve technical problems (Habermas, 1970). This argument is based on the 

belief that the "process of research and technology - which obeys immanent laws" results 

in the understanding of technology 'Io mean scientifically rationalized cuntrol of 

objectified processes" (Habem.  1970: 57-58). 

The stnicture of the above argument has been based upon an instnimentalist 

approach to technology, that is that technology is comprised of a series of tools waiting 

passively to be used Although historidly this idea had taken centre stage dominating 

the argument conceming technology and values, contemporary debate appears to be 

dominated by the opposition. 

T'he premise on which the value-laden side of the debate rests is in the belief that 

technology and its use and context are inseparable. Tiles and Oberdiek define this 

argument as belonging to the pessunist attitudes t o w d s  technology, which proposes that 



technology are systems which embody values beyond those 'which are evident in 

selection of the ends intended to be achieved by technological means' (TilesJ995: 19). 

The proponents of this theme vary in their optmism for the fùture possibilities of the 

technological society, but ail fundamentally agree that it is artificial and even dangerous 

to conceive of technology as anythuig but value-loaded. 

Of the most well known critical d t e r s  on the topic of technology, Herbert 

Marcuse, in his book One DimemionaI Man, creatively communicated a startlingly 

pessirnistic and yet wmprehensive substantialist perspective of technological society. 

Marcuse quates technology with progress which is itself linked to the totalitarian culture 

of contemporary western traditional society. The notion of neutraiity becomes obsolete 

when technology and technological society are no longer isohted fiom the techniques of 

domination. This notion of greater technicalization, although hannful and destructive in 

nature, still falls under the title of progress, for it is a uni-linear rnovement towards a 

specific end; therefore, progress is not a neutral tem, for the needs of the technological 

society are 'defined by the possibilities of arneliorating the human condition' (1 96427). 

Marcw continues to define this condition of progress as a naturai extension of 

conremporary science and technology which is by its very nature yoked to capitalism and 

domination. In concert these forces comprise a system of technoiogical rationality. The 

very 'neutraiity' through which science and tezhnology is claimed to openue and its 

indifference to politicai and social purpose, in actuaîity serves the purpose of linking 

itself to society by creating and justifying an environment whereby critical discourse is 

sy sternatidly preventeâ 



In 1995 Robert Pippin continues the legacy of Marcuse in his essay 'On the 

Notion of Technology as Ideology' (1995), wherein he stresses the notion of controlled 

dialogue and discourse. Pippin suggests that those studying the inherent ideologies in 

technology are more interested in uncovering what is undis~t~~sed in modem experience. 

Our dependence upon technology, which, he States, is often seen as a value neutrd tml, 

hides and distorts other visions and renders discussion impossible. Therefore, to see 

technology as an ideology is to see an extensive ''social reiiance on technology and the 

extensive 'mediating' influence of tecbnology in daiiy life as dready embodying sorne 

son of false consciousness" (Pippin, 1 W M 6 ) .  In the wake of this false consciousness are 

particular interests taken without question as universal interests and specific or contingent 

histoncal experience is seen as natural. 

The writings of Jacques Ellul cater to a similar substantialist and fatalia 

perspective of the intentions of technology in society. Ellul is well known for relating a 

Frankenstein image of technology-outsf-control. Ellul describes a technological society 

that has obtained autonomy with respect to values. By ths it is meant that human 

purpose and values have k e n  subsumed, or are in danger of king subsumed by the 

objectives of technological values. Ellul sees that technology is no longer answerable to 

standards outside of itself, standards which are now founded upon an interminable search 

for eficiency (Technologicd Society, 1 964: 1 33; Woodniff7 1 994:6O). Therefore, the 

autonomous functioning of technology itself fin& value in a technique as it is judged 

fiom the point of view of efficiency alone. 

Of the many writings of Martin Heidegger, "The Question Conceming 

Technology" introduces the idea that the ''question" conceming technology is not a 



technical one, nor is technology technical in nature or essence; rather it exists in 

symbiosis with the nature of humanities "king" (Heidegger, 1977). Since technology is 

grounded in humanity, understanding it is only possible when we first m e  to tems with 

the "beuig" of humanity. Thenfore, when one looks at a technicd arrangement or object, 

the rneaning becornes apparent when it is placed in its "contextual totality" 

(Hood, lWM7) .  A technic or technique never stands alone but in a matrix of wntexts 

which make up a senes of contextual totalities. Thus it is only as possible for a 

technology to be neutml as it is for any function of human experience to be neutrai; in 

other words it is impossible. 

One of the more recent writings investigating the nature of techaology follows 

this idea of the imperative need to understand the relationship of technology to social 

context. McGinn suggests rather simplistically that econornic, political, ideological and 

social interests of relevant groups muy directly affect technological pmtice (McGinn, 

1990). In addition, the making of and the use of technics more fiequently takes place in 

semngs which may be called ''sociotechnical systems", which interlink with our cultural 

systems and values and our technical operations (McGinn,1990: 17). Kurt Baier, in 1971, 

explored the rneaning of 'lralue" and in his description gives a simple equation between 

technology and values: shce the value of a thing is made up of its "inherentability to 

confer benefit on someone", then as far as technology achieves the goals intended, it is 

uiherentl y due-laden (Baier, 1 97 1 : 23 ). 

Woodniff puts forth a thesis which argues that technology is not neutral, wherein 

he defends a reality that hctions on the antecedent value judgements that are requirrd 



before the construction or use of technics, techniques, or sociotechno systems, thereby 

forcing the conclusion that technologies are inherently value-laden (Woodniff, 1994). 

Andrew Feenberg follows a sirnilar line as Herbert Marcuse when he argues that 

technological development is constraîned by the dictates of culture, originating fiom 

economics, ideology, religion, and tradition, which in contemporary society adheres to a 

"technological rationality" (Feenberg,1995: 1 1). In accordance with Marcuse, Feenberg 

argues that this technological rationality is unique to capitalism. Feenberg diverts fiom 

Marcuse's argument when he States that technology may not necessarily be destructive, 

but rather is dependent upon design. The narrow focus of modem tecbnology f d s  under 

a hegemony. Under this particular hegemony technologid design has becorne 

decontextuaiized and hence destructive. If our machines mirror our social values, as 

Feenberg argues, and our technologies are becoming an increasing threat to our "life- 

environment" then we must challenge the desmctive tendencies in the dominant social 

value (Feenberg, 1995: 17). Therefore it is the hegemony of production that must be 

challengeci, not the technology per se. In order to mscend the destructive technological 

society. a greater range of values must be introduced, chiefly a dernocratic value. 

Democracy can no longer be smctly a poiitical domain but must be an industrial and 

technical one as well. Today technology, by design, excludes any dernomtic pracess 

(Feenberg, 1995: 1 8). 

One of the most pro1 i fic contemporary critics of technology, Langdon Winner, 

identifies the inherent non-neutrality of technology by assessing the rnanner in which it 

orden human activity. Unlike a tool waituig passively to be useci, technical ensembles 



dernand routinized behaviour. Different ideas of social and political life demand 

di fferent behaviour patterns: 

One can mate systems of production, energy, 
transportation, domation handling, and so forth, that are 
compatible with the growth of autonomous, self- 
detmnining individuals in a democratic polity. Or one can 
builci, perhaps unwittingly, technical forms that are 
incompatible with this end and then wonder how things 
went strangely wrong.. . .But the notion that technical foms 
are merely neutrd and that "one size fits all" is a myth that 
no longer merits the least respect (Winner, l977:32S). 

According to Winner, as with Feenberg, our technologies are in need of scrutiny, not just 

frorn our engineen, but fiom our political scientists, for as our politics are openly 

challenged and debated, so must our technologies. 

Unfomately, the number of women who have k e n  engaged in this debate is 

minimal. The above literature. dthough representative of the most dominant arguments 

conceming technology, in most circumstances make no reference to any notion of 

'gendered' technology or any other issues with respect to technology and women. Judy 

Wajcrnan, in her attempt to fil1 this gap, has provided a prolific and comprehensive 

investigation into tec hno logy . gender. and values. In Fem inism Confonts Technology. 

she suggests, as dbes Wimer and Feenberg, that there are vested interests in the 

institutionalized processes that are part of the designing and manufacturing of 

technology ; 

Technologies result fiom a senes of specific decisions 
made by particuiar groups of people in particular places at 
partïcuiar tirnes for their own purposes. As such, 



technologies bear the impMt of the people and social 
context in which they developed (Wajcman, 199 1 :22). 

What she contributes to the debate is the idea of scientific and technological knowledge 

as paeiarchal knowledge. Therefore the vested interests in dominant productive, 

reproductive, and dornestic technologies are, above dl, patriarchal. 

The final part of this review is an introduction to another ongoing debate that 

emerged at the heels of the 'ferninist revoiution' in the western world. As the emotionai 

fight for reproductive self4etermination became a strong voice in feminist debate, the 

conception of a new philosophical debate empted. nie invention, public knowledge of, 

and access to the Oral Contraceptive brought with it a ti&l wave of controveny and new 

questions conceming the role of technology in the empowerment process of women 

Essential to the definition and the foundation of this argument sits the question of 

technology as a value fiee or value-laden phenornenon. 

This portion of the literature review will attempt to display a broad spectMn of 

critical opinions from contemprary health advocates. As will become apparent in the 

span of the review, current literature conceming women's reproductive technologies 

remains primarily focused upon the New Reproductive Technologies (NRTs) with a few 

"honourable mentions" to modem contraceptive technologies. It will also become 

apparent in this review and through the course of this thesis that critiques of the two 

technologid categories are often foamded upon the same premise and are 

interchangeable. 

In her essay "Why We Need Al1 This? A Cal1 Against Genetic Engineering and 

Reproductive Technology ", Maria Mies speaks of reproductive technologies in general, 



challenging the biologistic fdacy that social conditions would be altered if as rnany 

women as possible held privilege within the scientific, economic, and political domains 

(1987). Mies calls for continuous scnitlliizllig of the aims and goals these women 

represent, for it is clear that the current technologies remain instruments of domination 

even if women control them. Therefore, alternative conditions must be created in order 

for alternative technologies to be used effectively. 

Robyn Rowland in her book entitled Living Laboratories, discusses the symbiotic 

relationship between commerce and medicai science, claiming that "science camot 

&ord to ignore infertility" ( l992:27Z). Rowland's argument emphasîzes that control 

over reproductive technologies lies in the han& of the powemil groups that determine 

much about our society, the most powemil influence king commercial. Hidorical trends 

dictate that technology generally increases the control of those with power over those less 

powemil, and that reproductive technologies should not be overlooked when cansidering 

this relationship. She concludes that "the controi of conception is king taken over by 

laboratory technicians; wornen's control at the social and individual level is weakening" 

(Rowland, 1 992:228). 

Margrit Eichler takes a different approach in her criticisms of the NRTs. She 

focuses prirnarily on the technologies mmtioned in the C d a n  Royal Commission on 

MTs and States clearly that each technology needs to be assessed individually for its 

overall social desirability. After invention and production, a technology cm be evaluated 

as to its purpose and value to society. 

Pamcia Spallone examines various govemmental inquiries into contraceptives, 

although looking more specificdly into experimentation in the investigation of In-vitro 



Fertilization. Spallone closely examines the reports of inquiring M e s  such as the 

Warnock Report in England, the Walter Report in Australia, and the Ontario Law Refonn 

Commission on Human Amficial Reproduction and Related Matters. She concludes that 

"the similarities in theù approach to technologies reveai most obviously that scientific 

reproduction requires the subordination of women" (Spallone, 1992: 167). Accordingly, 

she concludes that the concerns of the state and of the scientific community exploit 

technology for their own interests which are hdarnentally at odds with the interests and 

concems of wornen. Spallone stresses that these technologies are used to the advantage 

of the traditional nuclear heterosexual f h l y .  In greater detail Spallone discusses the 

many ways that the politicai and scientific comnunity subvert women's real health 

concem, focusing instead on the moral and ethicai issues of the family and motherhood. 

Spallone briefly points out that fertility control technologies (contraceptives) were 

overlooked in al1 of the reports. 

Renate Klein is one of the more prolific and well hown scholars and critics of 

reproductive technologies and a member of Feminist International Network of Resistance 

to Reproductive and Genetic Engineering (FMRRAGE). Klein writes expansively on the 

effects of NRTs, emphasizing that they are a logical extension of patnarchal aim of 

controlling wornen's fmility. She equates the damaging eflects of NRTs to the 

experiences of wornen in the South with the effects of contraceptive technologies. 

Although she speaks in greater detail about the MUS, in FMRRAGE report & ~ l a ~ f ? ? l ~ n  

of Cornilla she wcites more generally; 

1 wish to emphasize that dl f o m  of biomedical 
intervention fram surrogate motherhood to genetic 
screening and sex selection must be seen on a continuum 
and as intrinsically linked with one another: they share the 



ideology that human reproduction shouid be taken out of 
women's han& and instead be controlled by doctors, 
scientists and, increasingly, the state (Klein, 198950). 

In a bnef sentence Klein mentions contraceptives, stating that it is important to realize 

how intertwined fertility and infertility control are. In another article Klein makes greater 

mention of contraceptive technologies, discussing "old" and 'hew" procedures have a 

common link of king invasive to the body (KleinJ987). She claims thaî increasingly, 

control over women's bodies is king taken out of the han& of wornen and placed into 

the han& of "experts". Control over women's bodies for thousands of years has been 

made possible through the control of women's reproduction. In this article Klein makes 

reference to the reproductive abuses played out in the same way in the South, using 

contraceptive technologies in the narne of population control. Klein mentions the many 

contradictions of reproductive technology distribution and promotion, and how either 

fertility or infertility will be commodified as a medicai problem, depending on which part 

of the globe you are living. Klein stresses that the technological diversion away fiom 

genuine concems for the health of women and a large sa le  movement towards w k t  the 

scientific medical fields judge as king progressive and innovative. 

In the book entitled Women as Wombs, Janice Raymond denounces all New 

Reproductive "anangements" as publicly sanctionhg violence against women 

(RaymondJ993: 14). Raymond presents the media and the medical profession as fdsely 

representing cment technologies as paramount to women's unconditiod l will and 

the epitome of choice. These establishments accuse those who cnticize these procedures 

as making women victims and denying that women are capable of making choices in 

their own ben interm. With regard to contraceptive technologies, Raymond stresses 



that reproductive medicine and the oppressive repercussions that women are expenencing 

today are a result of both fertility and ùifertility management, since "the same scientific 

knowledge informs both" (Raymond, 1993 : 1 8 1). 

Heather Menzies looks upon reproductive technology as 'tools', founded upon the 

sexist choice that women's bodies be the sight of contraceptive intervention (Menzies, 

1994). Menzies asks important questions like what has moved reproductive technologies 

- both fertility and anti-fertility - to the forefront of medical science during a time of 

health budget cutbacks and restraints. Menzies criticizes medical science for its failure to 

involve public discussion and democratic participation. In addition she maintains that 

reproductive technologies are designed outside of women's experience and women's 

technological practice, divorced fiom social context and conceived of only by officially 

designated scientific medical experts (Menzies, 1994). 

Nikki Colodny is one of the few authors who speaks specifically about 

contraceptive technologies in her essay "The Politics of Birth Control in a Reproductive 

Rights Context" (1989). In this article she clairns that women need to co~lshruct a 

feminist mode1 of technology distribution and developrnent. She stresses the need for 

open dialogue and women-struaured interaction, encouraging women to take 

responsibility for themselves. In this article the technologies themselves are not under 

scnituiy, rather the lack of information and therefore UnULfonned choice is her target. 

As mentioned earlier, FMRRAGE published the Declmation of Cornilla The generally 

strong sentiments that emerged from this workshop and the Decl~rution are summed up 

in the introductory words "Reproductive and Genetic Engineering is a symptom of a 

totaily diseased society." The author M e r  claims that this is a disease which has 



infecteci the whole world ( 1989: xi). This disease translates into the belief that there are 

unlimited ne& that can be satisfied through science and technology. Their exists an 

unshakable belief in unlimited growth, and in an attempt to realize this unlimitecl worlâ, a 

system must exist where sorne will prosper while others must be exploited. This is 

actualized through biological and population control technologies. 

And fuially, Kan Shila Kaur in her article "Reproductive Technology, Fertility 

Control and Women's Health" challenges assumptions on which the proliferation of 

contraceptive development and distribution are based. These assumptions (for example 

that overpopulation king the prirnary cause of the Thxd World's development problerns) 

have permitteci and legitimized health and medical policies that ignore the real needs and 

concems of women in the South. Instead, consistently effective, highly technologized 

interventions have become the standard in place of appropriate primary health care. Kaur 

states that while choice for women is expanded when new contraceptive methods are 

developed, this is only on an individual basis. The need for contraception is a real one, 

but they must be delivered in a sde. reliable and voluntary fashion. Kaur describes the 

use of contraception as more of a social problem, not a technical one. The acceptance 

and use (by free choice of womm) would be bener expanded if the accompanying heaith 

and medical services 'provided appropriate counseling and supervision. Essentiaily Kaur 

states that there is nothing wrong with the contraceptive technologies, but rather that the 

health services that provide them are lacking. 

The cwent critiques of reproductive technologies range from an anack on the 

very root and fabnc of society to hadequate systems of delivery, aithough ail vîew 

modem reproductive technologies as failing women and their health needs. The 



critiques mainly focus on the concems and issues of women and the use of the New 

Reproductive Technologies. Relatively littie ferninist or public debate has been 

organized around the design and distribution of contraceptive technologies. 



TECHNOLOGY - A DEFINTION 

technology n, pl.-gies. 1 the science of mechaaical and 
industrial arts; applied science of mechanical and industriai 
arts; applied science 2 the body of tools, machines, 
matenals, techniques, and processes used to produce goods 
and services and saîisfy human ne&. 3 a parûcular 
application of technology; any method, process, or system 
of using special tools and techniques to achieve a god. 4 
technical words, terms, or expressions as used in an art or 
science; technical terminology or nomenclature (World 
Book Dictionary, 1977). 

Historians have most often defined technology within an industrial fnunework as 

is seen in the dictionary definition above: motion applied to structure for the purpose of 

production, constantiy subject to innovation. However technology under closer 

inspection reveais a more purposive meaning. The definition of technology for the 

purposes of this paper will be compnsed of a conglomeration of interpretations adopted 

fiom various philosophical inquiries into the nature of technology. 

As defined by Ursula Frankfih technology is " a system. It entails far more than 

its individual materiai components. Technology involves organization, procedures, 

symbols. new worlds, equations, and, most of d l ,  a minciset" (Frdin,1990:12). 

Franklin takes technology beyond the physicd artifact and into definhg the systematic 

organization of life. 



From Jacques Ellul I will define technology as consisting of two cornponents. 

The f i t  component, and what is regularly identifiai as the b'techn~logy", is the 

"machine"; a tool or physical artifact. nie second camponent is the technique, defhed 

by Ellul as the technological system, and which plays a crucial, if not the most important 

technological role in modem organization Ellul explains that ''techque integrates the 

machine into society. It constructs the kind of world the machine ne&. . . It clarifies, 

arranges and rationalizes ... .It is efficient and brings efficiency to everything"(Ellu1, 

1981:42). At the root of technique is the machine, and although Ellul h d s  the machine 

to be nearly inconsequential relative to the impact of technique, machine is at the point of 

conception of the technique and, as defined by Ellul, 'it represents the ideal toward which 

technique strives' (Ellul, 198 1 :4 1 ). In other words the technological system is not only a 

rnacrocosm of the machine, but attempts to emulate the machine. 

An important characteristic of technology and the technological system is that it 

also exists at the level of the subconscious. The activities of life are defined within the 

parameters of the technological system. When a technology and a technological system 

are most successful, it recedes into the background (Ihde,1990). When technology 

hctions as it is intended it withdraws from our perceptions and is able to 'maintain the 

illusion of liberty, choice, and individuality '(Ellul, 198 1 44). 

As defined by Judy Wajcman, technology "is always a fom of social lcnowledge, 

pracîices and products"(Wajcman, 199 kl62). And finally, technology is never neutml. 

Physical artifm is a product of how we perceive life. Technology retains the qualities 

and characteristics of the perceiven, and embodies the values of its creators. 



The debate concerning the definition and significance of ideology remains 

ambiguou afler a minimum of 200 years of intense debate. Therefore, a comprehensive 

yet brief definition will be attempted here, with a focus on characteristics of ideology that 

are relevant to the study of its relationship to technology and, more specifically, relevant 

to understanding the current system of contraceptive technoiogy design and distribution. 

Ideology is most basically defined as a wrnmonly shared perception of reality among a 

particular group, therefore, as described by Guillaumin, ideology is a "mode of 

apprehension" of reality shared by a whole culture and for that reason "goes 

unrewgnized (Guillaumin,1995:35). in addition to the way one sees the world, 

ideology is defined as the way one sees oneself and out experiences. Ideology can be 

defined as "a set of assurnptions of which we are barely conscious" (Postman, 1993: 123), 

but form a belief system that becorna moratly justified as being nght Resembling the 

nature of technology, ideology recedes into the background of our collective perceptions 

and consciousness. Therefore an ideology can place you outside of your experience, 

leaving you with extraordinary contradictions between what one is experiencing and what 

one is being told about those experiences. This reality becornes particularly me for 

rnarginalized peoples of a given group. The political actualization of ideology, becaue 

of its insititutionalization of power, cm therefore becorne a tool of domination. 



Since ideology masks particular interests, "one must search for the structure of 

interest beneath the ideas" in order to unmask the ideology (Be11,1988:397). As defineci 

by Daniel Bell, "ideology is the conversion of ideas into social levers," therefore in order 

to discover the nature and strength of these social levers, it is necessary to look not at the 

content of the ideas, but rather at their fiction (Be11,1988:400). As will be clear in 

chapter t h e ,  technology and technological systems are p t l y  responsible for the 

fulfillment of agendas hidden by dominant ideologies. 



THE IDEOLOGY 

The purpose of the following chapter is to provide a chronological examination of 

what I believe to the most relevant and foundational ideologies of the West and western 

culture. These ideologies may not be representative of the dominant ideology to emerge 

h m  their respective eras. They are signifiant only in that they are predominant in the 

dynamic between ideology and reproductive technologies and that they continue to 

influence the present in a manner fundamental to the issues of modem birth control. 

The first part of this paper will provide an insight into the ~dea, following which 

will be a closer examination of the technology in question. This examination will only go 

so far as to provide a cross sectional examination of the ideology in order to sufficiently 

illustrate the primary luikages between the ideas and the technologies being addressed in 

this swdy . 

Patriarchy 

An understanding of the concept of paîriarchy is required for these purposes in 

order to understand its overarching influence on the ideas and culture of North Arnerican 

and western European society. Heidi Hartmann defines pmarchy as a "set of social 

relations between men" through which wornen are controiled Women themselves do not 
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appear as r d  partners in this relatiouship but only as 'objects/resources used by men to 

be allocated in their exchange relations'(Harimann quoted in Jonasdottir, 199 1 :73). 

Patriarchy is a term which expresses the totaiity of the oppressive and exploitive 

relations that have affectecl and still affect women globally. Patriarchy also connotes the 

historical and societal dimension as well as the dqth of the exploitation and the 

oppression of womm. Upon examination of the historical mots of each ideology, how 

patriarchy underlies the evoiution and cumnt state of these ideologies wül reveal itself 

Theoretical speculation as to the historical roots of patriarchy are not relevant to 

this argument. It is only relevant that it existed before modem science, modem 

capitalism and scientific racism in the West (WalbyJ990). It is also important to note 

that patriarchy, if not necessary for the conception of the other ideologies, is necessary to 

their present hinctioning and preservation. 

Modern Science 

Recent history has catapulted western Science into the statu of demigoci, 

containing promises of glamour and passage into the unknown. In the ocean of 

technological gadgetry that has becorne the indusaial dream, science promises us more 

Considereû to be universal, science is recognized as a value fkee system of 

knowledge. The ideology of science in western civilization today profésses that only 

diligent and attentive observation, in conjunction with testing through experimentation, 

will yield genuine knowledge. 



Science is seen as above human ernotion, class, community, religion, language, 

and nation. It has becorne the preferred instrument of transformation, enforceable and 

above the interests of dl. The most readily apparent characteristic of science is its 

position of dominance over the physical world Scientific knowledge is an instrument of 

control, for the more we understand, the more equipped we are to create change; 

therefore, science has created a clear path between knowledge and power. 

While the origin of modem science can be traced back to 1200 AD., the 

Scientific Revolution began in the 16th century. Around this t h e  the philosophy of 

Nature was king tnuisformed into the institution of Science. Sir Francis Bacon is 

considered to be one of the founders of western scientific thought and a pioneer of 

Industrial science (Fmington, 1947; Russell, 196 1). Bacon was the fint to proclaim faith 

in progress through the application of this new science, and more specifically was the 

fim to comect science with the project of improving the human condition 

(Postman, 1993 :35; Farrington, 1 947). For the first time science was king pursued for its 

use value rather than as a vehicle for f i d e r  understanding, as was proscribed by 

Arinotle and the ciassic exercise in contemplation. The Dark Ages dismissed 

contradictions to religious doctrine, limiting the extent and the value of any scientific 

knowledge aquired during this era, while Nature was considered sacramental and 

symbolic of spiritual truth. A this time interests lay in preserving facts collectecl from 

classical times. The Aacient Greeks viewed Nature as an organism, containhg within it 

intelligible p ~ c i p l e s  of motion or a self-containecl min& By the 16th century N a m  

became an object of science bderstood not in ternis of intelligent principles of 

informing matter, but as mechanism" (Lloyd, 1996:47). True leaming for Bacon was now 



inspirad not by pure pleasure in the excitement of discovery but in the needs of human 

kind, and this need for the improvement of humanity was grounded in the desire for man 

to dominate over the natural world. The classic notion of the contemplative i d d  was 

considered to "pervert the end of leaming by depnving it of its power"(Wiener,l969: 

388). A revolution in knowledge was being lead to an end when man might 'win a new 

empire over things'(W iener, 1 969: 3 82). Accordhg to Bacon, the mind's task in 

knowledge was to control nature. 

Sex and gender in scientific discoune had remained prevalent since the classical 

era, where femaleness was symbolicaily associated with the irrational, the passive, the 

confused or disorderly, and the unknowable. (Merchant, 1995:61). Bacon now 

represented nature as female, and used gender in his conceptions of master and 

domination. The task of science was to exercise the most appropriate form of male 

domination over her. Only through conquering her will the tnie nature of things be 

revealed. Virility and rnasculinity of the scientific mind accompany the discoune of 

conquest and domination, creating a rnamage of mind and nature, where nature must 

obey. Bacon's writings are latent with sexual imagery, metaphors of rape and torture of 

nature (Merchant, 1995; Farrington ,1949; Keller, 1985). ' 
At approximately the sarne time, René Déscartes was busy consmcting another 

pillar of western Science. Descartes was the primary source of causai mechanical 

explanations to naturai phenornemon. Human beings and human experience was being 

explained with a mechanical Framework whereby nature is rnodeled on the chuacteristics 

of a machine (Shapis1996). In the 16303, Déscartes elaborated causai analogies 

1 '"nature betrays ha secrets more fiilly when in the grip and under pressure of art han when in enjoymmt 
of her naturai liberty'" (Bacon quoted in Kciler, 1985: 47). 



between movements of mechanical clocks and mtural bodies, cornparhg the mechanisms 

of the Strasbourg Cathedra1 Clock to the complexities of the mechanical workings of the 

human body (ShapinJ996). Eighteenth century philosophy continueci to use the dock 

as a fwictional comparative in design to the human body for the nason that ''the clock 

was also an exemplar of uniformity and regularity" (Shapin,1996:36). The naniral world 

exhibits orderly patterns of movement and the clock was the perfect metaphor for 

regularity of motion within the natural order; although the human body was superior to 

any possible artificial consmict, it was nonetheless a machine. This notion initiated a 

widely comunicated ideal of the human body as object, a fundamental ideal which 

preceded the global institution of western Science. Europe had begun to identiQ science 

with notions of rationality, in particuiar in their approach to nature. These notions were 

defined in a very specific, reductive framework, where by its own logic had excluded al1 

othet frameworks of science and investigation proclaiming them invalid, and could 

therefore be written out of history. From this moment science and its daim of 

universality became a tool for describing those natural orden and aspects that promoted 

the power of the elite and the upper classes of Europe. Colonial history is a 

demonstration of scientific values rwted in the military, economic, and political 

expansion of Europe. 

Science had become instrumental in defhing and subjugatuig the 'other'. In the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. colonized and non-European races became the most 

important 'other' of an expansionist Europe. The dichotomies within the domain of 

science to which both Bacon and Déscartes gave light in this en, served well to subjugate. 

The Scientific Revolution of the 16th and 17th centunes was founded upon "masculine 



project of reason and objectivity" and the concepaial dichotomization of everythmg; 

culture versus nature, mind versus body, reason versus emotion, objectiviîy venus 

subjectivity, public reaim versus private realm, where in each dichotomy the latter must 

be dominated by the former (Wajcman, 199 1 5; Merchan4 1995). As a result of the ideals 

of conquest, domination and mechanical reductionism, the Scientific Rrvolution and such 

leading philosophen as Bacon and Déscartes, women have been sihiatcd in the position 

of the "other'' by default, where man becornes minci, woman becomes body, and mind 

govems body (Russell, 1974: 548). Rational howledge has been associated with 

~ s c e n d i n g ,  transforming, or conaolling natural forces. The ferninine is associated with 

what is king transformed, transcendeci, controlled, or what rational howledge simply 

leaves behind. The Baconian notion that wornen are closer to nature engenden concepts 

such as women are more emotional superstitious, and less analytical than men. These 

contrasts are promulgated by medical science which reinforces images such as d e  

musc ular snength in contrast to female nervous vulnerability . 

The notion of female subservience and its close relationship to nature bom of 

Anstotle became foundationai in establishing a scientific framework based on dualities 

and domination (Merc-1995). While Bacon's dream of control, domination, and 

manipulation of natura1 forces has becorne a redis, seen in cumnt international industrial 

activities, Déscartes launched the process of reducing the human body to an instrument 

that can be expresseci merely by its instructions enooded in human DNA. Bacon's 

ianguage was foundational in reducing female to a resource for economic production, 

justifiable through the now righteous domination of nature. The result of scientific 

enlightenment has been the sanctioned domination of women, where women are reduced 



to c'woman", a uniform identity and biologicai entity, without cultural, social or political 

Capitalist Market Ecoiom y 

This cultural revolution and ideological upheaval of the era not only gave rise to 

modem scientific thought but also witnessed the birth of modem economics. Bacon's 

science of growth and opportunity was largely influenced by the new economic 

ideologies of ~ u r o ~ e . '  During this era, the ideologies of the modern economy and 

science overlap at the concept of growth. Science commands the attention of economists 

because the scientific project as defined by Bacon promises growth. Infinite expansion 

and conquest of the natural world promises increasing wedth. Bacon asserted that the 

economic effects of science were unambiguously positive, faithful to the promise of 

industrial technological innovation as the largest force of change in the new age. The two 

forces of constant technical innovation and cornmodity exchange became the 

fwidamentals of the modem ideal of manipulation and domination over not only m e ,  

but human and social domains. 

Dominant economic English thought argued in favour of economic growth and 

prosperiv, believing that dl people should become industrious producers of wealth (ie. 

Hobbes.1962). However, the argument was not in favow of uncontrolled excess, rather 

that industry would temper gned, and that while there exists a great wealth for dl, it 

' and Max W e b a  argues the redatioiuhip bctween the wmpatibility bctween science and 
qitaiun in Tk Protestant Elhc mdtk Spirit of CrqDiralism (Weber, 1958). 



would be diffuseci in just proportions. Hobbes and Planes argued for state control and if 

need be, for the state to have the power to wnfiscate wealth for the greater economic and 

political good (Hobbes, 1962: 185- 190). 

Adam Smith, considered by many to be the father of Political Economy, 

conûibuted the most influentiat treatise during the industrial revolution; the Weufth of 

Nariom. Uany have argueci that Smith did not necessarily put forth anythmg that had not 

already been introduced into the academic hails of the 1 8th century , but rather that he had 

coherently united the most poignant economic thoughts of the time (HeilbronerJ996; 

Preston, 1967). 

Many of Smith's ideas are still signifiant in contemporary political and economic 

discome. The concept of the divrsion of labour was central to Adam Smith's view of the 

ability of a nation to expand its production (Smith, 1963: 1 10-1 13). Smith argued that 

division of labour aided in production through swing time that the worker would 

otherwise waste going fiom job to job. An additional product of such focused labour was 

innovation since "men are much more likely to discover easier and readier methods of 

attaining any object, when the whole attention of their min& is directeci towarâs that 

single object, than when it is dissipated among a great variety of things" (Smith, 1963: 

110). Such singular attention to the fundon of one component of a machine would 

inevitably lead to the search for faster and more efficient methods of o p e d g  that 

machine, resulting in continual invention and innovation. Of course the the-saving 

quaiities of the division of labour was central to the @ciency of labour and production, 

and uidustry would openite more eficiently in the absence of government 



Smith supported the most cornmon economic idea of the t h e ,  t&at of the "goal of 

increasing abundance" promising an i n m e  in production and the wider spreading of 

the benefits of thai production (SmithJ963). The goal is to produce more than you can 

consume. Smith and many others supported a belief that the market economy holds more 

benefits in the future than had been seen to date, with a sense of progress always 

pervasive in the belief in abundance. Without trade and expanding markets, a nation 

would never succeed in growing. 

The idea of persona1 fieedom of choice emerged from the rise in the belief of 

personal liberty and guidance of the individual by their own self-interests. This notion 

eventuaily became fundamental to the idea of abundance, whereby fieeûom in the market 

results in expanded cornpetition and more choice for d. The choice offered in the 

market becarne equated to mon personal fieedom. 

Population as a variable in the economic bctioning of a nation became central in 

the debate among economists. While Adam Smith and the majority of economists at the 

time equated an expansion in population with an expansion in production, Malthus and 

David Ricardo were a r p g  the negative consequences of population expansion on the 

economic health and wealth of a nation. Maithus saw the f i t s  of economic 

developrnent king devoured by the expanding population where 

the poor were condemned to a wretched subsistence fiom 
which higher wages would only lift them briefly before 
they would destroy their own weli-king by producing 
more children who, competing with them for wages and 
fimi, would drive them back to misery (Preston,1967:38). 



Malthus emphatically objecteci to the Poor Laws, arguing that greater contributions and 

collection of resources for the purpose of poverty alleviation would negativdy affect the 

overall economy, outweighmg any benefits that may resdt (Malthus, 196% 134-5). 

Support for the poor wodd only increase their numben. Any assistance would only be 

ternporary and not conducive to the general welfare since the " h d s  given to the poor 

would simply push up the price of the means of subsistence, ultimately leaving the poor 

no better off than they were before" (Marshail, l967:66). 

While he developed the concept of capital fiom Smith - that king the belief in 

swing money and reinvestuig because of greater profits to be made - David Ricardo 

deviates fiom Smith in his theories of population. Whereas Smith had seen the rise in the 

supply of labour as a restraining factor on wages, Ricardo saw the expansion of the 

population as irnpinging on the means of subsistence. As with Malthus, Ricardo 

theorized that population growth would lead only to the an ever rising cost of living 

(Marshall, 1967:78; Ricardo, 1948). Popdation increase translated into a profit decrease, 

to the point where accumulation of capital would no longer take place and production 

would reach what Ricardo referred to as a '.itationary state"(Marshall,i967:79). 

Malthus, Ricardo, and Smith, among many othen, were the beginning of an economic 

philosophy whereby the market exchange became the founding principle of not only 

political but social life; the movement of people and goods was controlled by the 

invisible hand of the market- The ideal of liberty had begun to transfer from the notion 

of personal or political froedom into a market fhework where fieedom is equated with 

the maximum opportunity afforded by the market, which inevitably tninslated into the 

maximum available goods fkom which a customer may choose. Fmdom now rested on 



the ability for people to initiate a utilicarian exchange with anyone they chme. By 

design Bentham and Smith prophesied social and economic interaction as "an 

inextricable network of utilitarian exchanges.. . frequently conceived as a device which 

liberates persons and t b g s  fiom what is quite d i h e l y  defmed as the impenalism of 

culture" (Berthoud, 1993:78). 

The ideology of the market lives within the continuhg existence of a beiief in the 

purity of the economy of social relations. Social, politicai and economic exchange 

between people is sought after within the context of the principles of maximum 

eficiency, maximum profit, and maximum choice, al1 of which have become ends in 

themselves. Far fiom the notions of Hobbes, Wren, and Plattes, efficiency, profit and 

selection have taken on Iife-forces of their own. Anonymity has become a precondition 

to becoming a free person, liberated fiom under the constraints of government and 

cultural dictates. 

Just as the subjects of scientific knowledge are reduced to their lowest common 

denominator, so follows the reductionist logic of the capitalkt economy. Women and 

men 

are related to each other in the specific process of 
production (and reproduction) of life. In this process we 
(people as gendered sexual beings) are the productive 
agents as weLl as the products of life. And in this process 
living human bodies-and-min& are both the raw mamial 
. . . and means of production (Jonasdottir, 199 1 50). 

The modem economy demands that nature and women are reduced to a 

specialized commodity with a uni-fiuictional use (Mies, 1996). 



Against the background of the Scientific Revolution theories of race and ethnicity 

ascended the academic ladder and became a primary subject of the newly emergent social 

sciences. Along with the distinction between men and women, science re-enforced and 

systernatized the distinction between white people as "human" and blacb and browns as 

"nature". Around 1830 Hegel had written that "the Negro represents natural man in all 

his savagery and udiness;  if one wants to understand him correctly, one has to abstract 

from him d l  human respect and morality. In this character there is nothing that reminds 

one of the human" (quote from Mies, 1993: 178). At a tirne when social upheaval became 

the greatest thrat and change provoked a sense of foreboding, there was a need to 

naturalize the social phenornenon that was occming. During the 17th and 18th centuries 

the idea of "degeneration" emerged in response to this need, viewing social, political and 

economic distinctions as not ody a failure to advance but as a social pathology. It was 

against this background that the idea of race developed This notion of race expressed a 

superiority dictated by evolution. and convenely, inferiority or pessimism dictateci by 

inescapable regression. 'Degeneration' expressed a perception that these processes were 

natural, and that social differences nflected in progress and regression were controiied by 

objective laws and were in themselves natural (Blumenbach, 1997). 

Auguste Comte and positivism lead the way against the pt'evailing order of the 

Enlightenrnent by uniting order and progress and subjecting society to the laws of nature. 

Social beings, once govemed by social laws, were now essentially biological entities 



subject to :the dictates of nature (Aikin, 1956; Mal&, 1996). From naturai law scientific 

mcism was conceived and nurtured by many enlightened thinkers of the the .  The new 

science of man incorporated a number of ideas cenaal to scienûfïc racism: 1) a 

teleological view of history - "human development is purposive leading ever forward to 

the flumph of civilization" (Kenan,1996:87) 2) a belief in the continuity of the animal 

and human worlds - animal life is the root of hurnan faculties 3) mental abilities are 

related to physical chanicteri~tics.~ Evolutioaist views, such as those belonging to 

Herbert Spencer, transferred theories of social stratification as a product of naW laws 

to a global conte* whereby the poor peoples of the colonies were at the bottom of the 

evolutionary chah and classified as "degenerate" due to inherent deficiencies 

(CoIlinsJ993). Hegel argues that the ''Negro" is slower to evolve since "their 

conxiousness has not yet reached an awareness of any substantiai objectivity" (quoted in 

Eze, 1 997: 1 27). In his Lectures on the Philosophy of World His10r-y. Hegel argues the 

natural inferionty of the black person, stating that 'al1 our observations of the African 

man show him as living in a state of savagery and barbarianism, and he remains in this 

state to the present &y' (quoted in L e 7  1997: 127). The sub-humanity of the colonized 

penon was quickly becoming an acceptable concept in mainmeam academia 

Up to the T ~ ~ O ' S ,  phrenology laid the foundation for racial science through 

conneethg exterd indicaton to innate abilities and although it was soon discredited, its 

effects have been long lasting (Collins.1993). By the second half of the 19th centriry, 

detemiinist forms of racial thought haû becorne acceptable. Concern for social stability, 

a fear of working class West, growth in nationai rivalries and Euopean imperialisrn, 

Johan Fraaz Gall. as an example, pmfcssed a d a t i o n  betwan mental abilitia and the shape of a 
penons hcad. 



wen al1 reflected in the dominance of biological detmninist thought. Charles Danvin's 

Origin of the Spectes in 1859, although the mon renowned literary support of biological 

determinisrn and had served to validate biologicai perspectives of positivism, these 

perspectives had emerged after determinist attitudes had already secured themselves in 

the political climate.' 

L iberal ideology was consistenti y confronting contradictions7 unable to reconcile 

universalism of the enlightenment and white middle-class-supenority particularism. The 

seizure of power by a class, the subjugation of foreign peoples, the birth of a woriang 

class (indusîrialization) were dl intemwied with individualism, the daim to equality, 

and nationalism. Conflicts and contradictions once camouflaged began to fat1 into crisis 

with the arriva1 of mass democracy. Expansion of political s-e brought on f a  of 

the masses, fostering elite theories in support of sustainhg the goveming classes.' The 

masses were regarded with a mixture of contempt and fear, believing them to be 

controlled by instinct while the ruling classes by reason, and since the masses were 

incapable of ration and reason, it would be negligent to allow them to participate in the 

govemance of society (Kemm,1996). This new discourse did not lead to the 

disillusionment of scientific rationality and scientific method, rather science was now 

seen as a prerogative of the few. The bulk of humanity was regarded as irratioaal and 

"prone to degenerative tendencies" (Kenan, 1996: 1 12). Patemalistic attitudes towards 

non-Europcan culme and the poorer masses had been rationalized into an institutional 

d i t y .  

' Eight years before ûngm of the S'cies Haben Spencer had coined the p h r w  'aiMvai of the fioes' 
(Collins, 1993;Age of ideology). 

Le. John Cary. 7ho lnrrlechials anà ihe Masses, ûctega y Gasiet, The RevoIt of the Muses, Jose Enrique 
Rodo, Anel. 



Concurrent to the development of cspitalism and science, was the development of 

scientific racism, completing the dehumanization of brown and black races and women. 

Through the subordination of the other by iooking upon them as comirig from nature, 

white man emancipatcs himself fiom savagery. The British colonization of West Afica 

coincides with the scientific racism king established in academic circies in Europe. 

With the advent of the British in the continent, the attitude towards African women had 

changed drastically. Whereas merchants had previously considered Afncan women for 

marriage, they were now considered for prostitution. Frorn this, theones of the 

"beastliness" of Afncan women were conceived (Mies,1986:95). Women of colonized 

areas, where they previously rnay have k e n  independent, possessing positions of relative 

power and stature, were now "naturaiired" or brought down to a state of nature, the 

counterpart to the "civilizing" of the women of Europe (Mies,1986:95). Reports fiom 

Geman wlonizen, although much later than the rest of Europe, defined al1 natives as 

"savages" but that the native women were the most savage of them al1 (Mies, 1986: 100). 

Although scientific racism was shon lived in the halls of academia, principles of mcism 

had continued to extend its Iogic into international political and economic relations. 

Perceptions of women in the South as inational and in a perpenial state of uncontroiled 

fecundity has persisteci since the time of the enlightenment. How it has manifesteci itself 

in the construction and distribution of contraception will be discussed in detail fiirther on 

in the thesis. 

Patriarchy, modern science, the capitalist market economy and scientific racism 

constitute the most overarching and foundational ideotogies that will fiurction as a 

framework within which population control and reproductive technology might best be 



understood within a context of western ideas and cultural wasciousness. The following 

section will explore contraception as a technology and population control as a 

techaological system that have emerged fiom the West over the 1st fifty years, in an 

attempt to compare the paths of development and examine the relationship between the 

two phenomenon. 



CONTRACEPTION - TEE TECHNOLOGY 

The purpose of this chapter is to ovewiew the physical design and fiuictionhg of 

the cuntracepûve technology. There are four main contraceptives that will be closely 

examinai: the Pill, DepProvera, Norpiant and Quinacrine. These four contraceptives 

have k e n  chosen due to their wide d e  dismbution, parûcularly throughout the 

southern continents, and because of the extensive media attention that has been given to 

each of them. In addition, the physical design of the four contraceptives is representative 

of most contraception that has been developed over the last three decades or is currently 

under deve~o~rnent.~ 

The Pill 

In both the east and the West the birth control Pill is looked upon, both negatively 

and positively, as a catdyst or launching pad for faninist reproductive rights in the 

twentieth century. The Pi11 is perceived as king a contraceptive independent of male 

control, providing new seategies of sexual liberation and independence. From a feminist 

perspective few women have challenged its advantages. Reproductive M o m  that was 



now king delivered by a female oral contraceptive is considered an indienable right and 

could only add to the momentum of women's empowement. 

The Piil was the first hormonal contraceptive available on the market and d l  

temains the most widely available. Cumntly over 70 million women use the Pi11 world 

wide (Hartm-1995). Used cumectiy it prevents pregnancy with a success rate of 99- 

99.5% (Health CmadaJ995; Katzung,1995:621,624). The most common type of Pi11 

w d  today contains synthetic strains of both estrogen and progestm, similar to the 

hormones produced by the female body. These hormones affect the pituitary gland, 

altering the hormonal balance in order to prevent ovulation (Harû~nn,l995). In the 

1960's the initial composition of the oral contraceptive containeci higher doses of 

estrogen which, after nineteen years of protest from women's health activists in response 

to fiequent severe side effects experienced by users, was finally altered. Today, after 

estrogen levels have been lowered, there still exist a host of adverse effeas that are 

considered to be acceptable within the parameten of both the medicai profession and 

rnost women (PAHO/ WHO, 1 992). Side e ffects include circulatory disorders, most often 

resulting in blood clots, but may also lead to hart  ~ k s ,  strokes and high blood 

pressure, cardiovascular disease with women who smoke, and neoplasia of the liver 

(Health CanadaJ995; PAHO/WH0.1992). In addition there are risks of breast and 

cervical cancer, gaiibladder disease and liver turnors. There are dangers to the f em if 

birth control pills are takm during pregnancy (Hartmann, 1995; Health Canaûa, 19%). 

"Dixomforts" rnay include depression, liver problerns with jmdice, skin pigmentation, 

The exception to this d e  w d d  be barrier mahods. The sîgnificancc of this wiU be mentioned W u  
on. 



rash and vaginal infections, and an increase or decrease in sex drive, hair growth and 

appetite. (Health Canada, 1995). 

Depo-Provera, rnanufactured by Upjohn Fannacia pharmaceuticals, is a homonai 

contraceptive containing the progestin rnedroxy progesterone acetate (DMPA), injected 

in the same manner as a cornmon vaccination (Hardon, 1992). This contraceptive is most 

potent imrnediately afler administration, diminishes slowly, resulting in effective birth 

control for a minimum of three and maximum of six months (Balasubrahmanyan,l986; 

Bandarage, 1997: 83; Hardon, 1992). Depo-Provera works by inhibiting ovulation 

resulting in pregnancy rates of less than 1 in 100 per year when used in regular intervals 

(Hartmaml995). However the release of the hormone may continue for up to ten 

months during which the effect of the method cannot be reversed. Advocates of Depo- 

Provera broadcast advantages such as iu long-lasting effects, easy administration, k ing 

highly effective at preventing pregnancy, and the problem of forgetting to take the Pi11 on 

a daily basis is eliminated. The side effects of Depo-Rovera include imgular meastnial 

cycle - heavy bleeding and arnenorrhea - skin disorders, fatigue, headaches, naflsea, 

depression, hair loss, loss of libido and weight gain (Bandarage, 1983: 84; Corea, 1989). 

The long-term eflects are sirnilar to those of the progestin Pill: "the passible risk of birth 

defects as the resuit of women taking the dnig during pregnancy; the potentially negative 

impact on infant development of ingesting the hormone in breast millr; and a possible link 



to breast, endometrial, and ceMcal cancers"(Hartmam, l995;203). More recent evidence 

suggests that Depo-Provera leads to reduced bone density in the lumbar spine and the 

femoral neck regrons with a minimum use of fifteen years ( WGMZR, 1997: IO). 

Norplaat 

Norplant is a registered trademark of the Population Cormcil and was designed 

and rnanufactured by Wyeth-Ayern in the United States and Great Britaùi (Roberts, 

1997: 1 OS). The contraceptive consists of six bio-degradable tubes the size of match 

sticks that are iwrted subcutaneously in the wornan's upper am. The tubes gradually 

release levonorgestrel, a synthetic hormone of the progestin f d l y .  This hormone 

functions as an inhibitor, preventing ovulation as well as thickening the cervical mucous 

in order to make it impermeable. Norplant is considered to be supenor to other steroid 

contraceptives (the Pill, injectables) since it provides a fairly constant concentration of 

the contraceptive in the bloodstream (CorreaJ994 (a):287). 

Researchers and promoten of Norpiant emphasue its very long pend of efficacy 

and its revenibility as its greatest advantages. Conception is prevented through extended 

exposure to low doses of hormones, without daily surges, as occurs with oral 

wntracepve use. Norplant contains only progestin, and not estrogen, which, as was 

stated earlier, most oral contraceptives do contain, therefore protecting women fiom 

estrogen- related side effects. In addition, Norplant is long-acting and is therefore usefid 

for women who do not desire more children but nor do they want to undergo sterilization. 



As with Depo-Provera, Norplant is considered In addition, women are not as dependant 

upon their parmers CO-operation, as is necessary with the use of a condom. 

Norplant had b e n  approved by the FDA in 1990 and became eligible for public 

marketing in Canada in 1993. Unlike Depo-Provera, Norplant acquired govenment 

approval after only one year and was developed specifically as a convenicnt method of 

birth control for developing nations (Hardon, 1992). 

As with Depo-Provera, Norplant was found to be the cause of considerable 

bleeding. Although considered to be "non-life threcttening", it has greatly afFected the 

'acceptability' of this contraceptive (Hardon, 1992). Approximately sixty per cent of 

women using Norplant experienced changes in their menstnial pattems w i h  the first 

year of insertion. Fi@ per cent of women who had discontinued using Norplant reported 

e m i c  bleeding patterns as their primary reason for discontinuance (Hardon, 1992). 

Greatest resistance cornes fiom women's hedth advocates who stress that long-tem side 

effects have not yet k e n  determined within safe margim. The Wornen's Global Network 

for Reproductive Rights Quotes the US Physicim Hudbook as readuig; 

There have bmi reports of idiopathic intracranial 
hypertension in NORPLANT system users; however, a 
causal relationship is unclear. A cardinal sign of idiopathic 
intracranial hypertension is papilloidema; early symptorns 
may include headaches (associated with a change in the 
fiequmcy, pattern, severity or persistence) of particular 
importance are those headaches that are unremitting 
(continuous in nature) and visual distinbances 
(WGNRR, 1996: 10). 



A BBC production entitied The Human Loboratoy reporteci 'visual disturbances' so 

extreme that a suspiciously high number of women are king diagnosed with blindness in 

one or both eyes (Cadbury,l995). Beyond medical predictions and cautionary lists of 

side e f f m ,  The Human Luborotory investigated other symptoms that women were 

experiencing around the world, including eyesight disorden, strokes, persistent bleeding, 

and problems with removal of the impiant (Hardon, 1992). 

Quinacrine 

Quinacrine, developed in the 1930's as an anti-malaria dni& is 

considered for official approval as a safe and effective contraceptive 

now king 

for women 

(Bandarage,1997:87). Quinacrine was also in use for the treatment of tapeworms, but 

"because of its toxicity should no longer be used unless.. . alternative drugs are not 

available" (Katning, 1995: 8 1 8). 

Quinacrine, in the form of a srnail pellet, releases a bactena that destroys tissue 

when inserted into the uterus, creating scar tissue, leading to tubal occlusion which 

prevents sperm fiom reaching the egg (Cadbury, 1995). Dr. Stephen Mumford descnhs 

the advantages of Quinacrine over other birth control methads: 

It's a very simple procedure, takes only a few minu.. It 
can be done in very primitive settings by people who do not 
necessarily have a lot of clinical SUS. Quinacrine is 
clearly the cheapest method available in the world and in 
fact the second cheapest methoâ would probabiy be more 



than 100 times as expensive as the Quinacrine method. For 
$10,000 worth of Quinacrine pellets, 70,000 women can be 
sterilized (Cadbury , 1 995). 

This contraceptive has been cause for debate in the medical cornmunity for a number of 

reasons. The bacteria in Quinacrine is known to be darnaging not oniy to the tissue but to 

DNA, linking it to a risk of cancer (Economist,1994:99). Successful insertion requires a 

g m t  deal of precision. Medical risks include ectopic pregnancy, possibilities of cancer, 

uterine complications which may lead to hysterectomy, vaginal burning and irritation. It 

is also cornmon that wornen may experience pain as a result of mutilation due to 

imprecise insertion (Hartmann, 1995; Bandarage, 1997: 88). Quinacrine has not been 

approved by any major regdatory body including the FDA, although over 100,000 

women had undergone the procedure as of 1995, 31,000 women in Vietnam between 

1989 and 1993 alone (Cadbury ,1995). 

This preliminary look at the design and operation of modem contraception reveals 

that women are expected to undergo more discornfort and grrater health nsks with each 

contraceptive "advancement". ïhe  Iist of hazards that contraceptives pose to women is 

becoming more extensive and the discornfôrt levels that women are expected to tolerate 

is growing in seventy. According to mainstream health care providers, development 

agencies, and the population at large, these side-eEects have become acceptable 

conditions which women are expeaed to endure. 

The above analysis of contemporary contraceptive technologies reveals concrete 

patterns of contraceptive development Critical issues that women's health a c t M s t s  and 

critics are bringing to the forefiont continue to demonstrate additional patterns, such as 



the increased potential for abuse that all previously mentioned contraceptives 

intrinsically possess and how that potential is mdested under current national and 

international systems of health care (Bergstrorn, 1993: Hardon, 1992; Hartmann, 1995, 

Richter, 1994). 

INEERENT ABUSES 

The focus of this section will be to draw attention to what a n  be identified as 

lnherenti'y abusive characteristics of modem contraception, this king the fiuidamental 

concern of this investigation. This is to say that, by design, contraception and the idea of 

what contraception should be 1s evolving into what has evidently become 

char;cteristically anti-health, anti-choice, and anti-woman. 

This chapter will begin by analyzing the potentially abusive oppominities diat 

can, and are, king practiced by medical professionals in global systems of health care. 

The latter half of this chapter will examine the nature of the reiationship between 

population control and contraceptive technologies and, more accurately, how abuse 

w i h  health care is a fûnction of intanational population control. 

Judith Richter in ber book, Vaccinalon Againri Pregnancy: Miracle or M e ~ c e ,  

outlines many ways in which abuse can take place in the administration of a 

contraceptive by a health care professional ( 1996). Richter's lia hcludes: 



-administering a contraceptive without a woman's consent or howledge; 
4mplementing sanctions against nonusers; 
-providing financial incentives to encourage "preference" for a particular 
rnethod; 
-refushg to remove a contraceptive when the user requests; 
-giving biased information about a method, such as emphasizing iu 
effectiveness while playing down or not mentioning its adverse effects so 
as convince specific groups of people to use a particular contraceptive and 
to dissuade them fiom using others (Richter, l996:63). 

Richter provides a comprehensive guideline that can be applied for the purpose of 

assessrnent of potentially harmful contraceptive technologies. 

The f il1 

While the Pi11 has been established as a benign yet essential component of reproductive 

health in the West, in many paris of the world the Pi11 is a non-regdated prescriptive 

medicine, supplied in many wuntria as an over-the-counter dmg, provided to women 

without preliminary medical examination, without wamings about side efiects, without 

proper instructions advising propcr administration, and without a follow-up examination 

(Balasubrahmanyan, 1986; Hamann, 1995; Sarnuels, 1995). In many parts of the South, 

the Pill is considered harmless evm when taken incomctly and without the council of a 

phy sic ian, promoting the oral contraceptive as hassle- fiee reproductive health 

(Samuels, 1994; Pitanguay, 1994; Mutua, 1997; Parras, 1997; Havanon, 1997). 



Depo-Provera 

Agencies around the world have argued in favour of Depo-Provera use by 

emphasizing the long lasting effects of the contraceptive and the ease with which it can 

be adrninistered (Sadik, 1994; WHO, 1994; WHO, 1996). This contracepve is professed 

to be especialiy useful for women who do not have time or who fail to live up to the 

responsibility of taking a contraceptive daily, as is required with the use of oral 

contraceptives. It is considered to be useN for women who rneet with resistance fiom 

their husbands, since it can be adrninistered without the knowledge of a spouse. 

International health care standards support t h ,  claiming it offers women greater 

freedom, in actuality what appean to offer k d o m  results in diminished responsibility 

and control. If a woman sufTers adverse effects from the Depo-Provem, she is forced to 

wait the months until it wears off. 

Women's health advocates refer to the 'Vaccination mystique" when discussing 

the distribution and administration of Depo-Provera (Roberts,l997; HartrnarmJ995; 

Hardon, 1992). In many counaies in the Thrd World the vaccination or injection 

connotes modem and hig hly effective technologically advanceci medicine. The promise 

of "progress" creates a willing and eager population. Information is not necessary in 

order to convince a woman to accept a new form of contraceptive, but this information 

most ofkn includes medical risks and hazards. 

Of the many potential abuses that may be inherent in a technology, Richter 

mentions the ability to administer a contraceptive without the knowledge of the recipient 

The VUlIlerability of a patient in the han& of a doctor, particdariy in poverty-saicken 



areas of both the North and the South, easily permits the abuse of Depo-Rovera D e p  

Rovera can be administered without the woman's knowing, and for tfiree rnonths has no 

opportunity to change h a  mind. Of the mmy examples of women king aâministered 

the drug without king informeci, South Afnca is the most well known (Hartmann.1995; 

XabaJ993). Women in Johannesburg were asked if they were aven a choice among 

contraceptive methods, the responses included: "when you've just aven birth they give 

you Depo, it's compulsory"; "those nurses give you Depo as if they get commission for 

it"; "she told us about the injection only and nothhg more" (Xaba,1993:20). nKse 

examples demonstrate how the potential for abuse as prwiously mentioned by Richter, 

can be actualized. The systernic natute of this abuse will be discussed in the following 

section. 

Norplant 

When compared to contemporary barrier methods, the active involvement of a 

medical professional or agency in the use of Norplant increases exponentially. As 

explaineci earlier, the administration of Norplant requires a skilled medical professional 

for both the insertion and removal. 

Although insertion of Norplant is far more apparent and more cornpliCateci a 

procedure than Depo-Provera, and is therefore more difficult to adrninister without the 

woman's knowledge, the abusive potential of Norplant becornes apparent when a woman 

. . seeks removal of the implants. The admtnistration of the contraceptive is such that 



removal is a more complicated procedure than insertion (Hmann, 1995). Doctors have 

been h o  wn to ignore removal training, believing that the procedure is much eesier than 

it redy is (Roberts, 1997). Unlike most other contraceptives a wornan is dependant upon 

a medical professional for administration and termination of the birth control. If a woman 

makes the choice for early removai, she is dependant upon the cooperation of the 

medical professional or clinician to agree to the procedure. Many cases have been 

reported of the doctor rehing removal at the fim request, and cases where the doctor 

has refused removal outright (Caâbury, 1995; HardeeJ994) The woman mut depend 

upon the medical professional or clinician to have knowledge of not only hormonal 

contraceptives but trained in a surgical procedure. This becomes even more problematic 

in poorer areas or regions where medical care 1s not closely regulated or trained medical 

professionals with surgical expertise and appropriate health care facilities, necessary for 

proper insertion, follow-up and removal, are scarce. 

By its nature Norplant has taken the control away fiom the user and placed it into 

the han& of the technology and the "technician." This is despite the fact that the 

Population Council refers to the contraceptive as "user soft" (Hartmann, 1 995:2 10). As 

was mentioned by Judith Richter, the potentid for abuse lies in the very processes of 

administration and discontinuance. This dependency has not only allowed the potential 

for abuse, but has greatly increased external control over women's reproductive power. 

In addition to the abusive characteristics mentioned above, Richter States that a 

reproducîive (or any other) technology is potentidly abusive when negative effects can 

be omitted in order to persuade greater use of the technology. The UNFPA is cmently 

extolling Norplant as a contraceptive breakthrough, with its or@ criticimi addressed to 



the few refinements necessary for removal procedures of the impiants (Sadi15 1 994). 

Nowhere, however, are heaith h d s  or 'discomforts' experienced by womm ever 

mentioned as a signifiant concem. Norplant acceptability studies have been criticized 

for giving little or no information about possible side effects or thaî the drug was still 

experimental (Cadbury, 1995; Gomes dos Reis, 1990: 114- 1 1 5; H m  l994:Z; 

Spallone, l987:2 1). 

Quinacrine 

Quinacrine f'unctions in such a way that, as with Depo-Rovera, it can be 

administered without the woman's knowledge, during, for exarnple, routine pap tests or 

IUD tests (Hartma~,1995). Administration of the procedure requires a trained 

professional who can gain legal access to the h g ,  since it was originally a treatment for 

malaria, and has not yet been approved by any regdatory institution (Cadbury,l996; 

Hartmann, 1995). In addition, sterile conditions and accuracy necessq for a successful 

insertion may not be compatible with health care facilities in many parts of the South. 

Concerns also lie in the possibility of administrators withholding information regarding 

Quinacrine' s irrevenibility . 

Contraceptives over the 1st  thirty years have increasingly begun to necessitate 

more medical intervention and supervision, while at the same time economic trends 

demonstrate that fùnds are king withdrawn. The World Bank's structural adjustment 



policies have continually compromiseci essential heaith services, privatizing public 

services, and irnposing user fees (Hartmanql995: 138). Under such conditions women 

are more likely to be prescribed a contraceptive with linle or no expertise or medical 

supervision that has become necessary with new contraceptive technologies. 

The detailed examination of the nsks and side effects that occur for users of the 

contraceptives appean to demonstrate a trend away fiom concerns for women's cornfort 

and health, towards an emphasis on a long-acting, cheap and highîy effective device for 

controlling contraception. As each contraceptive has k e n  developed the number of side 

effects, including both health risks and discornfort, that a woman is expectd to endure, 

increases. It is unconscionable that an unknown or increased risk of cancer to women, in 

particular to women in the South, has become acceptable, especially where medical 

facilities in the South are less capable of coping with cancer victirns, or where financial 

barrien eliminate the possibility of treatment 

The evolution of contraception has systematically handed over women's 

reproduction into the han& of medical expertise and opinion, with a clear m d  towards 

the pathologizing of women's reproductive capacities. 



POPULATION CONTROL - THE TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEM 

The function of the following section is to make a historical connection between 

the birth of "population" as an idea - the concept of population as a dependent variable to 

be wntrolled, qwtified, to be studied, and then managed - and its connection to 

population cuntrol in the twentieth cenhiry. 

Thomas Malthus originated the idea of "population" as entity in and of itself and 

was the first to sound the damis to the world about the consequences of "over 

population." The well known principles of Thomas Malthus daim that as production 

grows, population grows, but whereas population increases by a geometric ratio, 

production of food only grows by an arithmetic ratio (MalthusJ965). As mentioned 

above, Malthus argued that the paor were a drain on society and that any aid, such as 

public assistance or health services. would only M e r  encourage the already 

uncontrolled fertility of the poor. 

Thomas Malthus provided the matrix for Charles DaMiin's theory of natural 

selection - survival of the fittest - and the subsequent Social Darwinia theones. Al1 

over Europe statistical studies were arising in an attempt to dernome that superior 

members of society rose to the top of the social ladder while infenor ones sank to the 



bottom (Collins,1993:85-6). Superionty and inferiority were measured by the size of the 

head, weight, and intellect. 

Sir Francis Galton had had becorne the most infiuentiai name of the time. Galton, 

a cousin of Charles Darwin and author of Hereditq Genius (1869), had found a 

theoretical brother hood between Danvin' s organizing p ~ c i p l e s  in biology and Malthus' 

principles on poverty, population and the laws of nature. Galton beaime the leading 

proponent for legislative control of the 'less suitable races or strains' of peuple (Chase, 

1977: 15). He was a co-founder of modem statistics which he used in supporting his  

theories of family heredity. Galton attempted to demonstrate that whiîe genius was 

hereditary, so conversely, was the heredity of paupee, the mentally i l ,  and other 

"defects." The word 'eugenic', corning fiom the Greek word eugenes, meaning 'Weil 

bom", was fint coined by Galton (Chase, 1977: 12). 

Galton's greatest disciples were Germany and the United States at the beginning 

of the wentieth century (Chase, 1977: 12). In a letter to the "Cornmittee to Study and to 

Report on the Best Practical Means of Cutting Off the Defeaive Gem-Plasm in the 

Arnerican Population9', dated January 14, 19 13, he writes: 

it is obvious that if in the future racid qualities are to be 
improveâ, the improving must be wrought mainly by 
favoring the fecundity of the worthy types.. . At present, we 
do just the reverse. fhere is no check to the fecmdity of 
those who are subnormal . . . .(Chase, 1977: 15). 

Between the two Roosevelts, Arnerican followen of Galton continued to advance, 

sponsor, support and sign into the laws and policies that aimed at wntrolhg the 

"subnormd." Legislative support in the U.S. ranged fiom failure to support or enact 



critically needed public health prognims to compulsory steriiization laws. In Indiana in 

1907, the world's first compulsory stedization law was enacted (Chase, 1977). This law 

cousisteci of forced sterilization for al1 'confirmed criminals, idiots, rapists and 

imbeciles' wnfined to suite institutions (Chase, 1977: 15). At the same time a fedenil 

Mode1 Eugenical Stenlization Law had been drafted by a Hany H. Laughlin, 

superintendent of Davenport's Eugenics Record Office. Individual m e  eugenics laws 

were based on this mode1 of compulsory sterilization of the 'socially hadequate classes' 

which included 

( 1 ) Feeble-minded; (2) Insane; (3) Crimidistic; (4) 
Epileptic; (5) Inebriate; (6) Diseased; (7) Blind (including 
those with seriously impaired vision); (8) Deaf (Including 
those with seriously impaired hearing); (9) Defomed 
(including crippled); and (10) Dependant (including 
orphans, ne'er-do-wells, the homeless, tramps, and 
paupen) (Chase, 1977: 16). 

In 1 904, Andrew Carnegie had established a centre for the study of "hybridized peoples" 

or racial mixtures. In 1 9 1 3, the Race Bettement Foundation was established on behalf 

of the Kellogg fmily (Hartmann, 1995). 

In 1912, the University of London held the First International Congress of 

Eugenics. Those present included the Right Honourable Winston Churchill, First Lord 

of the Admiraity, among many other distinguished guests fkorn both British and 

Arnerican Academic comrnunitia. The Second Intemationai Congress of Eugenics was 

held in New York in 192 1, whose sponsoring cornmittee included Herbert Hoover, then 

Secretary of Commerce. At this confennce it was concluded that there was now 

scientific evidence to support Galton's postulate that ''pauperimi" was a result of 



hereditary flaws, and that the poor of al1 nations constituted a separate and distinct race 

of people who have to be wiped out by steadily expanding programs of forced 

sterilization (Chase, 1 977). 

The Third International Congress of Eugenics in 1932, also held in New York, 

was visited by the president of the British Eugenics Society, who, in his oration called 

for the extermination of what he described as a "'definite race of chronic paupers, a race 

parasitic upon the comrnunity, breeding in and through successive generations"' whose 

'"anti-social characteristics are the result, mainly, of inferior heredity , and its femlity is 

hgher than that of any other social element"'(Chase, 1977:20). 

Margaret Sanger, known as one of me foremers  of the birth control movement 

at the beginning of the century, campaigned for easy access of birth control for women. 

She pioneered the first birth cuntrol clinic in the Brownsville ara  of Brooklyn and 

started her own newsletters, entitled the Brrth Conml Review and W m n  Rebel al1 

before 19 1 7 (Gordon, 1976; Hartmann, 1995). 

Sanger's book, The Pwot of Cnikafion wamed that illitente and degenerate 

populations were a thnet to their way of life and by 1932 she was calling for mandatory 

sterilization of '"the whole dysgenic population"'(Asbell, 1995:9; Hartmann, 1995:99). 

It is at this time that the American Birth Control League began to support "'racial 

progress" and sterilization (Hmmn,1995). At one time this organization was lead by 

Guy Irving Birch, Director of the Amencan Eugenics Society (Hartma~,1995:99). In 

1939 the Amencan Birth Control Federation designed the Negro Project which hùed 

leaders in the black community to enlist black doctors in the South to support birth 



coneol. In 1942 the American Birth Control League changed its name to Planned 

Parenthood Federation of America (Gordon, 1976; Hartmann, 1995: 10 1 ). Funding for 

Plmed Parenthood had initially corne nom the B m h  Foudation, Dorothy B m h  king 

a very influentid lPPF board member, as well as a board member on the American 

Eugenics Society (Hamann, 1995). 

The whole of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries was a convergence 

and conglomeration of eugenic thought. Practical restrictions had made it 

technologically and logistically impossible to fall the population control policies and 

eugenic legislation that had k e n  discussed by the powerfùl pmonalities of this tirne. 

Adolph Hitler was the fim to systernatically apply H. Laughlin's mode1 and the designs 

of the Third uiternational Congress of Eugenics. The German Stedization Act of 1933 

was a derivative of Laughlin's Mode1 Eugenicai Sterilization Law (Chase, 1977; 

Trombley, 1994). 

In the United States the wholesale sterilization of the poor, the mentally ill, the 

mentally handicapped, and the homeless began. Between 1907 and 1964, 63,678 

people experienced cornpulsory stenlization in the thirty States and one colony that had 

passed laws based on the above mode1 (Chase, 1977; Trombley, 1994). In 1974, in a case 

brought to the Federai District Court on behalf of the victims of involuntary stenlllation 

procedures performed in hospitals and federally funded clinics, Judge Gerhard Gesell 

declared that "over the last few years, an eshimated 100,000 to 150,000 low-incorne 

persons have been stenlized annually under federally h d e d  programs" (Chase, 1977: 16; 

Trombley, 19%). These numbers equal the number of people subjected to forced 

sterilization in Nazi Gennany, where a total of two million Gerrnans were steriiized over 



12 yean. Judge Gesell's final address stated that ' " p r  people have been improperly 

coerced Uito accepting a sterilization operation under the threat that various federally 

supported welfan benefits wodd be withdrawn unless they submitted to irreversible 

sterilization" (Chase, 1977: 1 7). 

What ignited the contraceptive revolution was the technological possibilities that 

had opened up after World War II combined with the powemil philosophy of population 

control. In 1952, Frederick Osbom, a key eugenics strategists and Officer of the 

American Eugenics Society, had helped John D. Rockefeller establish the Population 

~ouncil. ' Three y ears later Rockefeller was emphasinng the relationship between 

population growth and resource shortage (kutmanr~1995). Other sources of private 

financial support for population activtties have included Hewlett-Packard, Ford, Mellon, 

MacArthur, and Rockefeller Foundations. In 1954, Hugh Moore, founder of the Dixie 

Cup Corporation, railied businessrnen to support the population control establishment 

(Laing, 1997). 

By the 1960's the U.S govemment had k e n  in full support of population control 

programming and by 1969, U.S. President Richard Nixon was urging the U.N. to assume 

a major role in the war against over-population (ReportJ 970; 16-1 8). That year the 

UNFPA (United Nations Fund for Population Activity) was established By the end of 

the decade the U.S. Goverment thraugh USAID and the National Institutes of Health 

had been the leading conmbutor of fun& to contraceptive research, and had made birth 

control part of their assistance programs (Mir, 1992:HO). In 1 973, USAlD had declared 

their position officially in a report which stated that the population, "'unlas checked, 

7 .In 1969. Osborn wrat Rockefeller 'the best hope of improviDg gaietic quaiiiies of the race lies in the 
univasal extension of &echve and easy means of binh mnaol. '(Roberts, 1997: Ml). 



may prove to be one of mankind's chef limiting factors leading to exhaustion of 

resources, overcrowding, inflation, breakdown in services, idleness of large nurnbers of 

people. fiutration, demoralization, unrest, tension and Mare'" (quoted in Warwick, 

1982:47). The following decade the U.S. was providing 59% of the $167 million in total 

worldwide expenditures on contraceptive research and development (Hartmann, 

1995: 175). The population confaence held in 1974 in Bucharest promoted a 

combination of economic growth and broad publicly fiindeci f d l y  planning through 

governmental and non-govemental agencies (Correa;1994@); United Nations,l975). 

The southem nations rejected the neo-malthusian principle on which this agenda was 

based, stating that a change in the economic order and development was the best 

population control method. The confrontational nature of the Bucharest conference in 

1974 was completely reverse4 for by the end of the decade even the most ardent 

opposen of demographic irnperatives for population control. such as India and China, 

had implemented very draconian population control measutes (Corre%1995: 12; Gulhaj 

and BatesJ99447). By the 1984 Second International Confierence on Population in 

Mexico, mOd southem govemments were convinced that reducing population m u t  be a 

cntical component of developmmt and hmce had adopted some form of fmily planning 

program (Correa, 1995: 12; United Nations, 1984; United Nations, 1994:9,42-43). 

Today, in spite of new findings fiom U M P A  in 1995 that reporteci that the 

population explosion previousiy feared was no longer a threat, billions of dollars are still 

king donated to population control programs. Articles emerging in consexvative 

business periodicals are suggesting that theones of population explosions are no longer 

valid, and yet Warren Buffet continues to dedicate f 8 million of the $10 million Buffet 



Foundation to various family planning causes and population conîrol efforts (Laing, 

1997). Hewlett-Packard is planning to increase fwids to Population control activities in 

1998, which wiii exceed fiinding of the Ford, Rockefeller and MacArthur foundations 

(Laing.1997). The mua1 contributions of Ted Turner will reach $30 million once his 

new U.N. Foundation is established with a $1 billion gift (L-1997). 

The fervent support emerging out of both the public and private sector for 

population control is only in direct proportion to the interest and participation of 

pharmaceutical companies in the production of contraception. The profit potential for 

phamiaceutical firms in contraception was ignited in 1950. In a fundraising letter, 

Margaret Sanger wrote, '4 consider that the world and ahost al1 our civilkation for the 

next 25 yean is going to depend upon a simple, cheap, safe contraceptive to be used in 

poverty-smcken slums and jungles, and arnong the most ignorant people" (Quoted in 

Hartmann, 1955: 174). Sanger raised 6 1 50,000 for Gregory Pincus, a reproductive 

scientist in Massachusetts, to begin doing research on a 'Uivenal" wntraceptive 

(Asbell, 1995: 8). Pincus soon became a consultant to G.D. Searle, the Company that 

marketed the first oral contraceptive in 1960. The profits were so substantial at that point 

that many other phamiaceutical cornpanies were enticed into contraceptive development. 

The huge success of the oral contraceptive lead the Ford Foundation, Rockefeller 

Foundation and the Population Council to increase the3 funding for contraceptive 

research, launching the very lucrative relationship between public and private h d s  and 

the pharmaceutical indusûy . 

The induction of pharmaceutical companies into the global market was 

stimulated by the research undergone within the chernical industry during worid War II 



(Tudiver,1994:71). Since then the pharmaceutical industry has exploded, with 

approximately 100,000 cornpanies worldwide. One hundred of these corporations supply 

80% of the pharmaceutical market. From these 100 corporations there are four major 

compies  - Merck, Bristol-Myers, Squibb, American Home products and Eli Lilly - 

representing over one third of the market (Tudiver, 1994: 7 1). 

Pharmaceutical companies are facing tougher markets in the North due to stncter 

marketing regdations and the increasing number of class action suits (Sales and 

Marketing, 1995: 17; Washbun, 1996). Approval for a new contraceptive in the U.S. 

typically takes 8.5 years and testing is more stringent than many other dnigs 

(Hartmann,1995: 179). In the case of hormonal contraceptives, the FDA requires 

pharmaceutical companies underiake both short- and long-term testing on both animal 

and hurnan triais (Garber, 1993: 28). 

Lax international Uade regulations mate an ideal environment for pharmaceutical 

companies to profit immensely fiom population control prophesy. Theoretically, FDA 

protection is extended overseas, although companies and govemment agencies have 

found rnany ways to circumvent restrictions. Companies are able to transfer non- 

approved dnigs to subsidiary companies in other industrial nations that have more relaxed 

marketing and testing regulations. or to subsidiaries in countries in the South. As of 1994 

global contraceptive sales represent between $2.6 and $2.9 billion per year (Fathalla in 

' Con~1994@):22). Huge profits allow these cumpanïes a great deal of influence over 

l d  govemment policy and health a r e  worken (Correa,1994@):22). Intensive 

marketing of contraceptives generally occurs in counîries with very iittle or weak state 

regulation Ineffectua1 consumer advocacy and few or no penalties for consumer b u d  



are ideai conditions for large pharmaceutical companies to not only expand their market, 

but to utilize these conditions for experimental purposes (Mies and Shiva, 1993 : 192). In 

the late 19703, the FDA had banned the use of Depo-Provera in the U.S. in response to 

midies done on beagle dogs which had shown an increased incidence of cancer 

(Bandarage,1997:83). The ban was lifteci in 1992 due to persistent lobbying by Upjohn, 

the manufacturen. Before the ban was lifteci, Depo-Proveni was k i n g  tested on minority 

women in the U.S. and poor women in the South. In addition, the USFDA ailowed 

lirnited use of Depo-Provera on mentally handicapped women and dnig addicts 

(Bandarage, 1997:83). As of 1994, Norplant was in use in 55 wuntries, only 26 had 

regdatory approval for dismbution (Correa, 1994(a): 288). 

Co-operation between pharmaceutical firms, govemment, and the medical 

establishment has created an efficient system of contraceptive distribution in the name of 

population control interests. USAD, W P A ,  and IPPF purchase large quantities of 

contraceptives fiom pharmaceutical companies, most often providing them without 

charge to the nations in Asia, Afnca and South Amenca (Bandarage,1997:81). 

Countries such as Nepal, Bangladesh, and Mexico finding themeives inundateci with 

contraceptives. face storage problerns and are often forced to destroy them, requesting 

moratofiums on fiuther imports (Bandarage,l997:81). Dr Stephen Murnford and Dr. 

Elton Kessel from the U.S., have penohally distributeci Quinacrine to hundreds of 

thousands of wornen in the South. Quinaaine has not yet been approved by the FDA and 



the WHO has stated that no m e r  research on women is justified until fbther lab tests 

have been completed (Cadbury, 1995).~ 

Like the oral contraceptive, Norplant was origuially developed as a tool for 

population control. USAID invested $15 million in the development and testing of 

Norplant (Roberts,1997: 139). Specificaily designed for women in the South, it is 

considered ideal for distribution to poor and uneducated women of colour and more 

socially acceptable than sterilization (Roberts, 1997). 

The target group for population wntrol has jumped from slum neighbourhoods in 

urban England to the entire southem hemisphere. Today, $5 billion a year is spent on 

'family planning'; $3 billion spent by Third World govemments, $1 billion from first 

world govemments, multilateral institutions and private agencies fiom the West 

(Hartmann, 1 995). U.S.A. I.D. is the largest funder of population wntrol activities today 

providing contraceptives to many countries, including the Indonesian govemment which 

alone dispenses two thirds of the worlds supply of contraceptives (Roberts, 1997: 139). 

It is prirnarily black women who are targets of Depo-Provera in South Afhca. Many 

women have reported king forced to take Depo-Provera as a stipulation for rernaining 

employed in white owned factories and receiving a compulsory injection irnrnediately 

afkr giving birth (Hartmann, 1995; Xaba, 1993). 

Thailand has been dispensing injectable contraceptives longer than anywhen else 

in the world. Researchers have consistently fond that women are not receiving 

adequate medical supervision, are given very little or no information regarding side 

effects, and many medical personnel report never seeing a physiciam package insert 

' Kesscl and Mumford run the Centre for Rescarch on Popdation and Seamty, rcceive firnding from the 
Leiand Fikes Faindation. who aiso provide finantial support fa the Fedcratim for Amaiesn Immigration 



accompanying the h g  (LaCheen, 1986). In the 1970's Thailand began a compulsory 

Depo-Rovera distribution campaign in the village of Kamput (LaCheen,1986:120). 

Interviews with women later revealed that at the time of injection more than half the 

women did not know its purpose, only 15 per cent had been asked if they were pregnant 

before they were given the injection, while others were given the dmg "as a prerequisite 

to mariage" (LaCheen, 1986: 120). 

Population control projects in the T h ~ d  World receive funding andlor ûaining 

fiom hundreds of organizations, including multilateral agencies, private organkitiom, 

goverment agencies and foundations, the majority of which corne fiom the North 

(UNFPA,1993). Most of the abuses can be traced to instructions that had mckled d o m  

fiom the international funding agencies. Those agencies with the largest financial 

investment are the primary architects of population control projects. For example, three 

decades before Depo-Provera was approved in the U.S., WHO and IPPF had approved its 

use in the Third World (Bandarage, 1997: 84). 

World Bank has imposed strong population control requirements through tied 

MD and often through Structural Adjustment Loans (SAL) (Bandarage, 1997). In 1986 

in the World Bank report on population growth in sub-Saharan Afnca., the Bank urged 

govemments to relax restrictions on the administration of injectable contraceptives, 

arguing that they can be delivend safely by non-medical penomel (World Bank, 

l986:4 1-42.54-55). Staff Appraisals on behalf of the World Bank in 1989 report that 

India over emphasîzes side-effects and contraindications in the training of physicians 

(Bandarage, 1 997:93 ). In addition, the World Bank recommended that the Indian Council 



for Medical Research lower its strict standards for the sole purpose of promoting 

contraceptives (Bandarage, 1 997: 93). 

Following a recommendation h m  the IPPF in 1973 tbat birth control Pills be 

distributed wi thout a prescription, eight counmes withdrew theu prescription 

requirements (~andarage,1997:90).~ At the height of its controversy, and while SIDA 

refused to distribute Depo-Provera to the Third World, the rnedical director of IPPF was 

quoted to have said 'We are not going to h o w  whether Depo-Provera is d e  until a large 

number of women use it for a very long tirne.' Betwee~ 1969 and 1978 millions of shots 

of Depo-Provera were administered to women in Thailand, Sn Lanka, Kenya, and many 

other Third World nations (Bandarage, 1 997:84). 

Being the largen international funder to the population control cause, USAID has 

also en forced w hat should be considered questionable famil y planning practices. In a 

letter written by James D. Shelton and Cynthia Calla of USAD to Carlos Huezo, Medical 

Director of PPF,  they state that the introduction of "medical Baniers" to family planning 

services hinders the "effectiveness and impact of contraceptives, especially hormonal 

contraceptives"(Bandarage, 1 997: 93 ). The list of medical barriers the USAID identiQ 

for exclusion in service delivery guidelines are: "unnecessary laboratory tests"; 

"excessive physicalexarns (e-g. pelvic and breast)"; "excessive follow-up schedules"; 

"excessive counseling" (Bandarage. 1997:93). In regards to providing users and 

physicians with informaton on 'contraindications', the USAID agents had also wdten 

that 'we prefer not to use the tem. it is a term which may have very negative 

connotations and a major ùihibitory effect, especially when transmitted downward 

9 Those tight counuies included the Philippines, Paicista~, Bangladesh, Antigua, Chile, Fiji, Jamaica, and 
South Korea 



through the sy stem' 

against USAID and 

('BandarageJ995). Countless cases of abuse have been reporteci 

other international fiuiding and development agencies, and still 

population control as a development agenda grows stronger than ever in the 1990's 

(Cadbury, 1995; W G W  1996; W G W  1994;Washbq 19%). 

Donating agencies spend millions on Conîraceptive Social Marketing, elaborate 

advertising schemes and promotions in order to convince people in the South and the 

North that high-tech contraceptives are safe and effective and will improve their daily 

living (IRWPA, 1993; Hartmann, 1995). Coercion in the form of promotional incentives 

have been openly supported by the World Bank and the United Nations (United Nations, 

1990: 12; Worid Bank, 1984: 12 1-22). Coercion has existed in the fom of information 

denial or providing misinformation as to the effects of the contraceptive (CorreaJ994 

(b): 89; Gomes dos Reis, IWO: i 14- 1 1 5). Potential usen and their families in such 

cowitries as South Korea are often thnatened with theû jobs if they do not agree to one 

of the contraceptive programs or sterilization (Hartmann,1995:76212). Medical 

personnel and social workers in target countries are mandated quotas or bribed with 

financial ùicentives, offered financial rewards for each new contraceptive user enlisted 

(LaCheen, 1986: 121). Sanctions may be imposed on non usen, for example in 

Bangladesh, those that do not camply are denied credit and vocational training 

(Kabir, 1997: 124). Incentives are also offered directly to the potential user in the fom of 

either monies or food, or otha possessions, most of which is paid for by the donating 

agencies (Akhter, 1987; Harûnam, 1995:227-228; Spallone and Steinberg, 1987:20; Kabir 

1997; Kamal, 1987: 1 50). 



Although the focus of population wntrol over the last 30 yean has consistently 

been on the South, the US. has continued to rely on contraception as a weapon against 

undesirable groups within its own borders. Revelations of forced sterilktion of mentally 

handicapped, indigenous persons, the poor, and people of wlour up until the late 19703, 

provide a lens through which we can see coercive control over women's reproductive 

capacities as viable in the present (Chase, 1977; Bandarage, 1997: 83; Trombley, 1994). 

Norplant is being touted as the cure for poverty, as clinics nationwide target Medicaid 

recipients as potential usen ( Was hbum, 1996; Robertr, 1997). By 1992, thirîeen U. S. 

States had introduced legislaiive proposais whereby poor women would be offered cash 

incentives for Norplant (Hardoq1994:27). In U.S. courts, judges have ordered for 

punitive purposes that poor women, women of wlour and incarcerated womm use 

Norplant for the duration of their sentence (Hardon, 1994; Harmiann, 1995; Scott, 

1993: 17; Bandarage, 1997: 86). In 1958 State Representative David H. Glass sponsored a 

bill that asserted "The Negro woman, because of child welfare assistance, [is] makmg it 

a business, in soxne cases, of giving birui to illegitimate children.. . .The purpose of my 

bill was to try to stop, slow down, such traffic at its source'" (quoted in Samuels, 

1994:27). Although this bill was not passed the sentiment continued when in 1973 a 

member of the Tennessee House of Representatives proposed legislation that used 

sterilization to restrict welfare costs. This proposal called for the denial of benefits to any 

woman with more than 2 illegitimate children uniess she first consmted to be sterilued 

In northem U.S., two bills were introduced in Ohio and Illinois which would require a 

woman on welfare to be sterilized after birth of her second child (Sarnuels,1994:27). 

Women on the economic mgins in the United States have been consistently 



scapegoated for the rnisfomines of the nation for over a century. Since 1990 at least 

twenty - five States have proposed bills aimed at cuntrolling wel fare recipients, child 

abusen, and h g  users through state-sanctioned control of wornen's reproductive 

capacities (Gi11,1994). 

The rise of the birth control cause, although not of a single goai, lends itself 

readily to eugenic benefits, afVording sufficiently cornpelling reasons for many biologists, 

geneticists, docton, social scientists, and particular people of business and wealthy 

foundations to be involved. Since the beginning of this century, contraceptive research 

and eugenics have been closely linkeâ, with collaborative airns, ideological roots and 

tactical ~trate~ies '~ .  Although the individual case studies are suficiently homfic in and 

of themselves, closer investigation exposes the systematic nature in which the violation 

of medicai ethics and human rights, most ofien wornen's rights, has becorne an 

acceptable, fùnctioning. even necessary, part of the population control establishment. 

The nature of the technologies contributes to, if not creates, the perfect conditions in 

which women are convinceci under the artifice of reproductive health and fieedom, to 

subject themselves to the manipulation of population control agendas. 

10 Richard Soloway provides a dnailed account of links between eugenia o ~ o n  and binh mtrol, 
including nscarch, financid support and poIitical, sâcntific, and cconomic 8SSOCiations. 



ANALYSIS 

The objective of this examination was to confiont the current system of 

contraceptive design and distribution in an anempt to bring to light a reality of purpose of 

the current hctioning of contraceptive tecbnology in a global context. In recopkhg 

that technologies are not neuûai, but rather are value laden, highly subject to politics, 

controlled by and representing the ideas of dominant powers, we are lead to examine the 

ideological mots of the values and principles fiom which any technology or technological 

system emerges. A closer look at the relevant values entrenched in our cultural ideas 

and often defued as ideology, will serve to attribue hidden characteristics to the 

resulting technologies. 

This examination lead me to the conclusion that westem contraceptive 

technologies are a product of racist, sexist, and capitalist ideulogy. While for many 

women it may have lead to greater reproductive fieedom, modem contraception by 

design has becorne an efficient vehicle for the manipulation of human life. More 

specifically, modem contraception has increased the ease by which women's lives may 

be rnanipulated to serve the purpose of dominant political and economic interests. 

The exploration of our ideological mots reveals a pattern of contemporary 

characteristics that are entrenched in our belief system and our behavioural pattern. 

They indicate why we as a people in western civitization and culture go about the 

business of life in the manner io which we do. Technology then is how we go about the 



business of life - technology and technological systems serve to fûlfill the goals and aims 

of our collective lives as defined by our ideologies. 

This thesis has attempted to dari@ the impact of certain ideas that have lingered 

in our classrwrns, our media and our language for hundreds of years, and more 

specifically how these ideas manifest themselves in the physical world and becorne 

functioning components of our eveiyday lives. What I have ammpted to demotl~ff~ite to 

this point is that contraceptive technologies and the technological system of population 

control are products of these aforementioned ideologies. In the abstract, a weaving of the 

above ideology foms a tapestry which, 1 would argue, can be defined as a new ideology 

that has evolved into the modem technological system of population control. 

From the beginning of the century the link between birth control and the eugenics agenda 

has been consistent. Modem contraception was launched as a result of a eugenics project 

to control the genetically undesirable. The technological system of population control 

that ensued continues the same objectives that were defined one hundred years ago. 

Although less politically acceptable after World War II, the penistence of this agenda 

bewmes evident in the examination of relevant ideologies and technologies as seen in the 

systematic design and dismbution of contraceptives over the last forty years. The 

eugenics projea still remains clouded in conternporary discourse that revolves around 

issues of the crisis of an overpopulated world and a vulnerable environment Maithus' 

legacy of rducîng the poor versus reâucing poverty has become the primary justification 

for mass distribution of long acting contraceptive steroids and vaccines. 

Since the 1960's contraceptive technologies have consistently displaced women's 

reproductive self-detemination and have systematidly delivemi women's reproductive 



control into the han& phannaceutical companies, madical professionals and intemaiional 

and local development agencies. Progress in contraceptive design and distribution has 

translatai into increased medical intewention, increased negative side effects, and a 

decrease in r d  choice for women. 

As previously stated, through the universally proscribed knowledge of science, 

the idea of woman as a product or niw material has become justified. The ideology of 

science dictates the practical subjugation of nature, and through this idea, women are 

subjected to scientific laws of exploitation and domination. As a resdt, science has 

justified the use of women's bodies for experimentai purposes. 

The mere link between industry and science demonstrates the ideological 

foundations to scientific knowledge, for capitalism needs scientific knowledge at han& 

and research becornes the by-product of the deveioprnent of a new product or process. 

Firms are motivated by fundamental research that provides a scientific foundation for 

their objectives and technologîcal by-products. 

The scientific objective of technological and scientific expansion cornbined with 

the economic goal of abundance and expansion of "choice" has guaranteed the endiess 

innovation of contraceptive devices and the infinite technologking of the contraceptive. 

More is equated wifh go04 fieedom, wealth, progress and has legitimated population 

control advocates and Malthusians to fieely distribute hannfid and potentiaily deaûiy 

technologies to women al1 over the world in the name of technological advancement and 

reproductive fieedom. 

The principal of personal k d o m  of choice has been transferred fiom the idea of 

persona1 liberty or political fieedom to the notion of maximum opportunity for a 



consumer. This fiindamental idea of ;budance results in a drive for more choice and in 

a drive for a &dom that has k e n  promised by the capitalis market economy. This 

notion of &dom has been appropriated and distorted, allowing corporations to mate  

opportunity to construct technology that in fact force women to relinquish much of their 

fieedom. For this reason people are disinched or completely ignorant of the option of 

having las, which is equated with the stopping of progress. The notion of less 

technology, or the less technological, translates into regrcssion and a developmental 

failure. As a result, the production of more technologically complex contraceptives 

remains the pnmary goal in both family planning and population control agendas. This 

ideology of increasing technological innovation gives the impression that 

cornmoditization is limitless, and that everytlung can be bought and sold. Under the 

guise of infinite supply, wants have corne to replace needs, and wants by their very nature 

are unlirnited and insatiable. 

Very recently the female body's generative capacity has been discovered as a new 

realm of investment and profit for scientists, medical engineers and entrepreneurs. 

Reproductive technologies are king produced in mass quantities not because women 

need them but because capital and science need women for the continuation of their 

mode1 of growth and progress. As such, rnany feminist agendas have so ferventiy 

adopted and adapted to population control ideology, focusing on the illusion of fieedom 

that has been fostered fiom the idea of modem contraception. Although the potentid 

profin of contraceptive manufacturing has lead pharmaceutical companies to mass 

produce high-tech contraceptives, the intemational distniution of North American and 

European designed contraception exposes the continuhg paternalisnt of the 19th century, 



demonstrahng that industrial nations and international institutions still regard the 

"mtsses" of the '%rd World as irrational and incapable of self governance. 

The ideal technology is one that has become invisible, and if fiinctioning perféctiy 

has withdrawn into the background of our perceptions. The technology and technological 

system, as with ideology, becornes the fiamework within which we assess components of 

our lives, and therefore the technology of'ten lies outside of our scrutiny. The relationship 

between technology and idaology, as stated in the introduction, is a dialectical one. This 

means that as the technology is a product of cultural ideas, ideology then translates itself 

into physical activity , reinforcing the ideology in experience. This physical experience 

further normaiizes the culhual fiamework and reinforces the foundation and justification 

for any social activity . 

Following this logic, population control is the reification of patnarchy7 western 

sçientific methodology, market capitalism, and racism. The current models of 

contraceptive technologies m e r  justi@ this ideological foudation, and set the stage for 

the next ideological and technological system, reinforcing how the 'bbusiness of life" 

should be maintaineci (Menzies, 1 994: 1 8). 

As stated in the definition, technology cornes into the foreground of ow 

perceptions when it has failed to fiction as it was originally intended and designed. 

Following this logic, the reason that the population conaol establishment has not been 

subject to greater criticism is that it is fiilfilhg its objective under the guidelines and 

values dictated by western culture. The contradictions between western ideology and 

technology and other cuihires are revealed in the incompatibility and inherently violent 

nature of these technologies demonstrated rnost often in women's experiences in the 



South. Thetefore, wwhi criticticism concerning the New Reproductive Technologies are 

globally recognized, criticism concerning contraceptive technologies and how they affect 

poorer women in the world often fd to get intemational attention. In an aempt at 

meeting ambitious demographic objectives, population control prognuns impose birth 

control fiom the top down, often resulting in limiteci contraceptive choice, failure to 

provide adequate general health care, failure to provide follow-up, insensitivity to and 

ignorance of local customs and failure to take into consideration the poiitics of sexuality 

and reproduction. And yet these contradictions as evidenced through often violent and 

abusive treatment of women are rarely confronteci and remain in the background of 

public scmtiny for they are shadowed by the societal acceptance of the ideological 

premise on which the technological system of population control rem. 



CONCLUSION 

A skeletal examination of population control reveals a merging of the 

foudational ideologies of western culture. A brief examination demonstrates that 

population control is not in direct response to modem day crisis of over population; rather 

it is the inevitable or logical response bon from the culmination of compatible values and 

principles. These values have been constmtly intefacting, creating and responding to the 

machine and the physicai universe suggesting tbat social values and cultwal influences 

have done more to shape contraceptive technology than medical and technical influences 

and considerations. The desire and technological capability to control population, and the 

technological process through which it is accomplished is in response to or a result of 

goals and objectives developed within patriarchal, scientific, capitalistic, and racist 

frameworks for over 300 years, and choice as proposed by the supporters of cumnt  

contraceptive developrnental trends is limited within this framework. By design 

contraception has becorne a technology that reinforces a belief in a health care system 

that denies women choice, freedom and in fact challenges gains made by women fighting 

for full reproductive autonomy. Contraceptive research is conducteci and supported by 

scientists, medical professionals. pharmaceutid cornpanies, and govemrnent officiais 

that are predominantly men who themselves have never been subject to the very pills, 

implants, injections and devices they so fenently promote to millions of women around 



the world Research in female contraception and earlier 20th century eugenics that 

focused on fernale reproduction has tended to rninimize male causation and 

responsibility. Although acceptable hdth risks to women in South exceed what wodd 

be tolerated in North Amerka and Europe and protests against abuse an consistent, the 

ideology of the infdibility of technologicai innovation dissuades or disallows critique of 

anythng high-tech. Protest against their manufacture and design is limited in the United 

States and Europe for it challenges the notion of providing the fieedom of choice. The 

design and distribution of contraception is based on scientifically and economicaîly 

supported principles of efficiency and innovation, allowing for the continuhg design of a 

contraceptive that is more wmplex and more high-tech Any function of efficiency, 

innovation, mass production and the expansion of choice go unchallenged for they are 

fundamental principles at the root of western ideology. Contraceptive technologies are 

produced for the exclusive purpose of being efficient, easy to produce and easy to 

distribute. As a result, women's health and self-determination are o k n  sacrificed and 

the practical objectification and patholigizing of women's reproductive health continues 

to reinforce western sexist, racin and capitalist ideological foundations upon which 

population control was consmicted. While we are more aware of the impact of other 

technologies that are daagerously if not fatally incompatible to other social and 

technological environments, it is the con~u ing  institutionalized undervaluhg of women 

that has permitteci women's health to be comprornised to such an extent that global 

technological systems of con~aceptive distribution flourish without king subject ta wide 

scaie evduation 



What this paper challenges is not efficiency, innovation, and e ~ i o n  of choice, 

but rather the MiIlment of these principles with the exclusion of any and al1 other 

qualities. In addition 1 challenge the economic and political system that does not subject 

these technologies to ngourous political critique. It is essential that the intentions of the 

technology be revealed before it cornes into a woman's hands, and the essence of the 

system fiom which it has emerged be closely examined. 

A truth conceming the essence of contraceptive technologies is revealed in the 

examination of the relationship between the idea and the machine. When the ideological 

mots are unraveled and the technological system deconstructed, the parallel lines of their 

purpose leads to the mith about contraception. The very essence of contraceptive 

technology is in fact anti-woman, fwictioning with a purpose to control, dominate and 

fulfill an intemationally defined racist agenda, al1 of which mimic the ideological pillars 

of western swiety. These principles have fulfilled the dream of Bacon and succeeded in 

irnplementing a system of reproductive control that is still aîtempting to win an empire 

over women's bodies. 
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